Before you can make a movie,
you have to write the story.
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Chapter 1
On a beautiful sunny Friday afternoon,
while standing in front of Miami Beach City
Hall, the mayor leans into the microphone and
says, “But seriously folks, we’re not gathered
here today to talk about me, as much as I’d like
to. No, today we’re here to honor a different
man, a man who possesses the courage and
determination necessary to make his ideas and
dreams become a reality.
“This brilliant young thirty-one-year-old
man is an excellent example of what one
motivated member of our city’s sanitation
department can do, when an idea to change
something is born.
“Those who know him, consider him a
real quick thinker and a true stand-up guy.
You’ll never find this fellow trying to sell you a
broken down used car.
“Currently an assistant manager in the
recycling division of our sanitation department,
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he’s a rising star who figured out how to help
make our city garbage trucks look more
attractive.
Inspired by a Chia plant from his
childhood, on his own time, this man single
handedly designed an experiment in which a
garbage truck’s exterior was covered with real
plants and shrubs. When we tested this change
on a few more garbage trucks, the modifications
made them look like the beautiful moving parks
we see today.” He glances over to where Don is
sitting quietly on his metal folding chair. “We’re
very lucky to have him.
“Ladies and gentlemen, visitors,
residents and plant lovers of the world, it gives
me great pleasure to announce the grand prize
winner of Miami’s ‘Make Something Ugly
Beautiful’ contest, Mr. Don Marblehead!” The
standing crowd of several hundred applauds
loudly.
As Don rises from his chair and heads
towards the podium, he realizes the Mayor’s
trophy wife, a former Miss Tallahassee who still
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loves being the center of attention, is blocking
him from moving into his rehearsed spot next to
the mayor.
Thinking quickly and barely slowing his
walk, Don slides his hand behind the wife and
taps her on the left shoulder. When she turns
her body to look left, Don brushes past her right
side. He jostles her just enough that she steps
backwards, making plenty of room for him to
glide into the desired location.
The crowd laughs at how she fell for the
old tap-on-the-shoulder gag. She seems slightly
confused and unsure of how Don came to be
standing in front of her. Caught in an awkward
situation and feeling foolish, she raises her right
eyebrow and with a quivering smile begins to
show some teeth. She’s going along with the
show.
About to receive his trophy, Don is very
excited and also has a big smile on his face. He
slowly exhales his breath, looking like a
confident weight lifter preparing to clean and
jerk a new world record.
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As both men grip each side of the large
golden trophy for the publicity pictures, a
masked person in shaggy clothes springs onto
the stage from the crowd and throws a bag of
slime filled garbage directly into the Mayor’s
face.
While dashing away, the perpetrator
shouts in a screechy feminine voice, “YOUR
FILTHY GARBAGE IS NOT ART!” Dodging the
on-stage flower arrangements, she trips over a
television camera cable and falls directly into the
arms of an overweight female police officer
eating a burrito.
The story takes off locally when it is
discovered that the mysterious trash tosser is the
Mayor’s very own eighteen-year-old daughter.
When her arrest booking photo is compared side
by side with her mother’s Miss Tallahassee
award ceremony picture, they have the exact
same raised eyebrow and half cocked smile.
They are spitting images of each other.
The garbage tossing video is all over the
internet within hours, and by 11:00 PM it is
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being broadcast nationally on the evening news.
But it is not the Mayor who is the center of
attention, it is Don. As the mayor gets hit in the
face with the bag of rotten, slimy garbage,
millions of people are fascinated with Don’s
hilarious reactions.
First, his eyes flick back and forth from
the masked person charging toward them to the
unprepared security team caught standing
motionless. Then Don’s eyes widen and his jaw
drops when the bag of garbage explodes,
dripping slimy chunks of brownish-gray baby
diaper residue all over the mayor’s face.
As the fleeing trash tosser falls directly
into the waiting arms of the frozen security
force, Don’s lips start puffing. Then he belts out
an amazingly contagious, hooting laugh.
As all the reporters storm the stage in a
mad rush to capture the chaos, the mayor’s wife,
who has been trapped behind Don, thinks the
time for promotional picture taking has arrived.
She pushes to the front and starts giving her
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signature Miss Tallahassee wave to the
audience.
As Don gasps for air between hoots of
laughter, he sees the mayor’s wife is still busy
waving to the crowd and cameras. He finds the
situation so absurd that he doubles over in
laughter and staggers away from the ceremony.
On a beautiful sunny Friday afternoon in
front of Miami Beach City Hall, Don’s “Make
Something Ugly Beautiful Award” has just put
him on the map.

*

*

*

The next evening at Don’s house, he and
three of his buddies get together for their regular
Saturday night poker game. It is the third hand
of the night, a nice cash pot is already piled high
in the center of the table.
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Don is the last man to lay down his
cards. He looks to each of the guys and says,
“Read ‘em and weep boys, I got two pairs,
suicide queens and threes.” As he pulls in the
first big pot of the night he says, “Gentlemen, it
looks like all your paychecks will soon be
history.”
Don’s friends all laugh, and one of them,
Steve, a police detective, pulls out a copy of the
local newspaper from his back pants pocket and
says, “Speaking of history, look what I’ve got
right here.” He reads aloud, “The history of Don
Marblehead.”
He clears his throat and continues, “Don,
it says here that you’ve been a misunderstood
genius your whole life.” Steve chuckles. “To
think, I helped you set up your eighth grade
science project on ‘Why a Quiet Volcano
Explodes.’” Steve taps his chin, “I just don’t
remember it ever exploding.”
Don squints an eye down at his newly
dealt cards and says, “If I remember correctly,
Steve, didn’t you get second place that day?”
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Don’s friend, Sam, a child psychologist,
says, “Don, admit it. Your big volcano
experiment was just baking soda and vinegar.”
Don slowly thumps his cards on the table
and wobbles his head from side to side, “It was a
child’s science project Sam. Your ant farm
wasn’t pushing the edge of technology.”
Sam says, “I finally get it. I dug mine up
from the back yard, while your experiment cost
a whopping two bucks in stuff from the store. If
I had only invested more money into my project,
maybe I would be a genius like you.”
Don grins and throws a couple of poker
chips towards Sam’s pile. “Here’s some
financial backing. Now the rest is up to you.”
Steve clears his throat to regain their
attention. He continues reading the newspaper
with a suspicious tone to his voice, as if
questioning the validity of the news story. “It
also mentions here that due to a serious
childhood bicycle accident. . . ” his finger zeros
in on what he’s highlighted in the story, “. . .
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Don was forced to become ambidextrous, and
was able to overcome a life altering disability.’”
Steve puts down the newspaper and
lowers his reading glasses to look Don directly
in the eyes and says, “Ummmm. Where was I
when you were overcoming this life changing
disability?”
Don’s smiles and nods his head, “Yes, I
remember that time well.” His slight grin begins
to grow, “It’s only now that I can finally talk
about it.”
Steve leans back in his chair, “Don, you
fell off your parked bike when the kickstand
broke, and that makes you a miracle child? For
a few days in school you printed ‘DON’ with
your left hand,” he holds up the newspaper,
“and this rag makes you sound like the secondcoming! Unbelievable.”
Steve holds his arms in the air and
pretends to write something with both hands at
the same time, “Come on, King Don. Be kind
enough to give your friends a private
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demonstration of these newsworthy
ambidextrous skills that you possess.”
Don smiles, picks up a poker chip in each
hand and simultaneously taps them three times
on the table, “There you go.” He tosses the
chips into the pot, leans his head to the side and
says, “Guys, I don’t write the big news. I just
am the big news.” Everyone huffs at how untrue
that really is.
Steve sits high in his chair and begins to
wave his hand around like a conductor in front
of a symphony, “Well don’t worry, wonder boy,
because your big story doesn’t end there.
“In fact, it says right here that when you
were just fifteen, you attempted to replicate a
German Super Shelf Shell Basin experiment. I
quote, ‘At fifteen years old, child genius Don
Marblehead was able to explain why this was
commonly confused with the French Super Sea
Shelf’s Along The Sea Shore Theory.’”
Steve lays the newspaper on the table,
silently stares at Don for a few seconds, curls his
lip and shakes his head. “Buddy, to this day no
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one has ever understood what any of that crap
has ever meant.”
This Saturday night card game is turning
into a private roast, and all the guys are enjoying
the exchange. For some reason, Steve starts
squirming around in his seat. Humming while
eying the guys one at a time, he slowly reads
what seems to be the show-stopper in the article.
With a smile so wide it’s affecting his
ability to speak, Steve says, “The folks down at
city hall also consider Don Marblehead to be one
of the best dressed and most fashionable members
of our city hall staff.”
Joe, Don’s construction worker friend,
almost spits out his drink and rumbles, “Donny
boy’s a genius and a great dresser? Sounds like
the people you work with need to organize and
fight for eyeglass benefits.”
Joe sets down his drink and puts up his
hand like a public school crossing guard holding
a stop sign, “Wait a minute, your nickname isn’t
‘Donny Boy’.” The guys used to call Don the
reverse of Dapper Don because he could never
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coordinate his cloths in the right matching
colors.
Back then, the guys would sing the name
Don Dapper like those street corner harmony
performers.
Sam perks up and sings, “Don Dapper,”
and holds the note. Steve smiles and joins in a
few notes higher with his own “Don Dapper.”
Without fail, Joe laughingly blends in his “Don
Dapper” a little higher, in perfect harmony.
Don grins and waves them all home for
the big finale. “Don’t hold yourselves back
guys, let it all out.” When they breathe deep
and sing the final “DON DAPPER,” Don
surprises the guys by jumping in and joining
them. Finished with their song, they’re all
smiling and glowing with satisfaction.
Steve breaks the calm. He holds up the
newspaper and says, “Listen, Don. All kidding
aside, now that your name and picture are in the
paper, there are some things you might want to
watch out for.
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“To some people you’re famous, and
there are a lot of weirdos who enjoy being near
famous people. Don’t be surprised if one day
you hear a strange knock at the door, and when
you open it there’s some deranged person trying
to become part of your life.”
Sam jumps in. “Steve’s right Don.
Psychological studies have shown that when
private citizens suddenly find themselves in the
newspapers and on the evening news, their
chances of being approached by a disturbed
individual greatly increases.
“To these troubled people, you’re a
celebrity. And through the eyes of an
unbalanced mind, you might seem like a dream
come true.”
Joe almost loses his drink again and says,
“Him, a dream come true?” Pointing his finger
towards Don, he continues, “Only to a tailor
trying to sell a blue shirt with white pants and
orange jacket.”
Everyone, including Don, bursts out into
laughter.
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Steve is now also laughing with the guys,
but he quickly gets back to being serious.
Slowly shaking the newspaper he says,
“No kidding, Don, in my line of work I come
across dangerous nut cases every day. There are
some really, really, really crazy people out
there.”
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Chapter 2
According to her scheduled checklist of
things to do, it is that time of day for Maria
Vesla to turn on her new big screen TV to watch
the Monday afternoon news highlights. Maria,
who lives on a large onion farm near southern
Oregon, bought herself the huge television last
month for her 31st birthday.
Settling herself onto the couch with her
doctor approved medicated chocolate ice cream,
she turns on the TV in time to hear the local
newscaster announce, “And now, on to our
national news story.
“Take a look at what happened the other
day when Miami municipal worker Don
Marblehead tried to accept the City of Miami’s
'Make Something Ugly Beautiful Award' from
Mayor Abnor Melparson.
“We’re told that this fellow Don got his
genius idea from a Chia Pet planter he owned as
a kid.” Maria’s eyes spring open, and lock onto
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her coffee table Chia Pet plant while moaning,
“Uuuuhhhh….”
Maria watches the Mayor finish his
speech and introduce Don. When Don’s face is
shown on the television, Maria looks as if she’s
going into shock. Her spoon full of ice cream is
stuck in limbo between the bowl and her mouth,
and her right eye is twitching.
While she watches the garbage throwing
incident unfold during the award presentation,
drool drips from her mouth as she puffs out
short bursts of air. The spoon full of ice cream
falls on her toe. The cold causes her leg to jerk,
making the ice cream bowl slide off her thigh
onto the couch.
Maria now resembles a convulsive
zombie, starting to have spasms from what she
has just seen on tv. When the news channel
slowly re-plays the video to show Don’s facial
expressions, tears run down her cheeks.
Maria draws in a huge breath, leaps from
the couch and screams, “My God, it’s the man
I’m going to marry!”
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The newscaster then makes an
unscripted joke for his fellow blond female
newscaster, who’s sitting right next to him, “I
hear this fellow Don likes blonds, Tracy.”
Tracy fluffs her blond hair and replies, “I
guess that’s what makes him so smart, Brad.”
Facing the TV, Maria rolls her eyes and
speaks out in a loud monotone voice, “I have to
change the color of my hair. I have to pack. I’m
finally going to meet the man of my dreams.”
As if hearing her own voice for the very
first time, her words sink in with the force of
being hit by a Mac truck. All the excitement
sends her into a screaming rage. “My dreams
are finally going to come true!”
She runs to her bedroom, pulls a suitcase
and backpack out from under the bed, rips open
the dresser drawers, grabs a hand full of shirts
and starts packing for an impromptu cross
country trip.
While grabbing knickknacks off the top
of the dresser, she catches her reflection in the
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bedroom mirror and says, “I’m never coming
back to this onion patch ever again. I’m finally
going home.”
Maria grabs the stuffed suitcase and
backpack and heads out to the car, but she has to
run back into the house because she forgot her
purse. As she is running back out with the
purse, she realizes she forgot to put on shoes.
She runs back into the house again.
As Maria runs back and forth from the
house to her car, she doesn’t notice her next door
neighbor walking over. Knowing that Maria is
more than a bit sensitive to strangers, he wants
to let her know he hired a company to pave his
driveway. If they start tomorrow, she might see
some men walking around the house.
Maria walks right past her neighbor as if
he isn’t even there. She slides into the car, puts
the key into the ignition, looks into the mirror
and giggles, “This is really happening.”
Her neighbor leans into the open driver
side window trying to get her attention, but
Maria just starts the engine. Like a race car
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taking off from the starting line, she peels out
from her driveway, almost taking the neighbor’s
arms with her.
He rubs the elbow that banged on the
window edge as she left, and shakes his head.
Some days Maria can look pretty, other days she
just looks crazy. Today she’s just looking pretty
crazy.
Maria’s first stop is Pat's General Store
and Pharmacy, where she is a regular. She
knows all the workers and they know her, but
not quite in the way she imagines. When she
rushes in, a few of the workers attempt to feebly
say hello while the rest of them try to find
someplace safe to stand until they can get a
better bearing on who they’re dealing with
today.
Pushing her way past all the other
customers, she rushes over to the small beauty
section. Maria starts moving boxes around,
searching for the right hair coloring. She finds
one box that looks good; “Super Blond.”
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Holding the Super Blond coloring kit to
her petite body, she lowers her chin. With the
determination of a linebacker, she heads toward
the self serve coffee area, where she pours coffee
all over the counter trying to fill a super large
travel cup with her shaky hand. Then she sets
her sights on the checkout counter. The three
people in line can feel her raw energy heading
their way and quickly scamper to the side as she
approaches.
While huffing and growling her way to
the checkout counter, Maria runs into a few of
her former classmates who are aware of her
history. Seeing the hyper state Maria is in, one
of the gaggle of small town housewives says,
“Maria, you seem more active than usual
today.” Another winks and says, “Did you
remember to take all your vitamins today,
honey? Why are you so excited?”
Maria’s head bounces around as she
screams, “I found him!” The housewives step
back, unnerved by her loud screechy answer
and frenzied appearance. They ask, “Who have
you found, Maria?”
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In a matter of fact tone Maria shouts,
“The man I’m goiNG TO MARRY.” Everyone in
the store stops what they’re doing, turning to see
what all the commotion is about.
As the clerk tries to hand Maria her
change, she snatches up her coffee and hair
coloring and runs out to the parking lot, leaving
the employee standing there holding her money
in the air. With her chin tucked back into her
chest, she almost bulldozes another person
trying to enter the store.
Maria's acquaintances leave their
groceries in the shopping carts and chase out
after her. One calls out for her to stop, while the
other stands there waving the change that she
left behind.
Maria is oblivious to them. She jumps
into her car and starts the engine.
The dashboard clock comes on to show
2:13, and the clock light glows brighter as Maria
revs the engine. Maria enjoys revving the
engine and watching the light glow brighter
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with the roar of the motor. As she watches, the
clock changes to 2:14.
As if this were some sort of secret
message telling her “now,” she hits the gas pedal
and tears out from the parking lot. Rocks fly
everywhere, pinging off parked cars like a hail
storm. Maria looks like a woman who has
completely lost it.
As she fishtails onto the main road, her
friends are still yelling and waving their arms
trying to stop Maria from leaving, to no avail.
Then they all take out their cell phones and start
making calls. One of the girls gets hold of the
town psychiatrist. “Nurse Johnson, Is Dr. Chapel
in? We think Maria Vesla is having another
episode.”
With their mouths half open, they simply
nod to each other in silent agreement; this
situation is really happening.
An hour later, Maria is speeding down
the highway. Ever since she left, she has been
repeating to herself, “I know it’s him…, I know
it’s him, I know it’s him.” Then her eyes light up
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as she remembers that the newscaster said Don
likes blonds. Maria reaches inside her grocery
bag and pulls out the “Super Blond” hair
coloring kit.
While reading the “Super Blond” hair
coloring instructions, Maria notices another
woman driving in the other lane, fixing her
lipstick. When finished, the woman puts down
the lipstick and picks up her coffee to take a
quick sip, all while chatting away on a cell
phone lodged in her crimped neck.
Maria looks at the hair coloring kit and
says to herself, “If she can do it, then I can do it.”
She pulls off her baseball cap, revealing an
already botched red hair dye job. This isn’t her
first rodeo.
She breaks the seal on the contents of the
coloring bottle and goes to work. In a matter of
30 seconds her hair is covered with gooey gel,
along with her hands, the steering wheel and the
driver’s seat head rest. The car is a mess.
As Maria tries to scrape some of the hair
coloring gel away from her right eyebrow, a
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small glob drops into the corner of her eye. The
immediate intensity of the sting causes her to
swerve across the traffic lane almost head on
into another car. She tries to use a clean finger
to wipe the chemicals out, but then ends up
getting the gel in her left eye. Now she is
driving down the road with both eyes burning
Maria’s eyes are bloodshot red, almost as
if someone poked her eyeballs with a hot stick.
She looks scary. As she speeds down the
highway into the desert, she passes a sign that
says, “Next service area 193 miles.” It is going to
be some time before Maria gets this stuff out of
her eyes and hair.
About three hours into her trip, Maria
pulls off the highway into a remote Nevada area
gas station. She quickly notices a sign that
reads, ‘Restrooms are for Paying Customers
ONLY.’ She storms over to the pump, grinding
her teeth as she opens her gas tank
After filling up, she runs into the 7-11
and asks one of the store clerks if she can use the
restroom. The clerk sees Maria’s burning red
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eyes and frizzled out hair and wants nothing to
do with her. She did buy gas, so he reluctantly
hands her the restroom keys and points in the
direction of the bathroom door.
Maria stays in there for a while. When
she finally does come out, her hair looks blond
all right, like the bride of Frankenstein kind of
blond.
The cashier clerk sees a spastic twitching
in Maria’s eye. The air around her is filled with
unpredictability, making the employee step back
from his side of the counter.
Maria smiles and gently places the
bathroom key on the counter. She politely asks
if they have any newspapers from Miami.
The cautious worker replies in a very
heavy southern accent, “We sure do. They’re
right over there in the national newspaper rack,”
and he nods towards the magazine stand in the
rear corner of the store.
Maria hurries over and starts looking
through all the different newspapers that are
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stuffed into the newsstand. She shouts at the
other worker standing there mopping the floor;
“I actually need to find a story that happened
around two or three days ago in Miami.”
The man stops his mopping, props his
head up with the end of the handle and says,
“Well, those older newspapers would be outside
in the dumpster.” The man smiles. “And as you
can probably see for yourself,” he turns his body
and points outside to the parking lot, “That’s the
garbage truck right there, picking up our trash
as we speak.”
Maria turns to look outside, where she
watches a garbage truck emptying a dumpster
over by the side of the parking lot and slamming
it back to the ground.
She rushes towards the exit. The garbage
truck has already begun to pull away by the
time she is out the door.
Maria starts screaming for the truck to
stop, but the garbage men are too busy talking to
each other and don’t hear her shouting as they
speed off down the street. Terror fills Maria’s
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eyes as she runs up to the dumpster and looks
over the top edge. At first glance, it seems that
the dumpster is empty. Then she spots a
crushed newspaper packed into the back bottom
corner. It is being held in place by some mystery
dumpster liquid. She doesn’t know what city it
is from, but this might be her only opportunity
to find a three-day old newspaper.
Maria searches around the bushes
behind the dumpster and discovers a long
branch. Reaching in with the stick, she tries to
touch the newspaper without rubbing against
the dumpster and getting herself dirty. In order
to get the stick close enough to this newspaper,
there is no option other than to rest one arm on
the filthy edge of the dumpster. Maria carefully
positions her feet on an empty milk crate,
making sure only one arm will be sacrificed for
this cause.
Balancing herself, she gets the tip of her
stick into the back corner and pushes the paper
out from where it’s lodged.
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The squished paper falls to the floor, and
like magic, it slowly spreads itself open. When
the paper comes to rest, it reveals a big picture of
Don Marblehead on the front page.
Maria’s eyes begin to rapidly blink as she
gets light headed from staring at Don’s picture
and not breathing. No medication has ever
made her feel this high.
Without hesitation, her hand opens and
drops the long stick and she scrambles to pull
herself up over the edge of the dumpster. When
she looks down, she sees her feet sinking into
the slime. Maria discovers that she has to
shuffle slowly along the floor as if walking on
slippery ice. When she gets hold of the paper,
her leg moves backwards to begin the careful
exit, but her foot slips out from under her and
she ends up lying on the floor.
After a few attempts at trying to get out
and falling back onto the slime covered metal
floor, she finally makes it out of the dumpster
with her treasure. She is covered from head to
toe with dumpster slime, but she has the actual
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news story in her hands. The sacrifice was
worth it.
Maria’s heart is racing as she holds up
the filthy newspaper and takes her first good
look. She opens the paper and stares down at
Don’s picture, closes her eyes and kisses the
photo.
She suddenly realizes that the newspaper
has dumpster slime on it. Out of reflex, she tries
to wipe her lips off with her shirt sleeve, but her
sleeve is filthier than the dirty newspaper.
She folds the paper, being careful not to
crease Don’s face, and gently places it into her
back pocket. Then she looks for something to
wipe the slime off. She spots a grubby old dress
lying next to the dumpster. It has a mysterious
brown stain around the waist, but she does her
best to wipe the goo off her clothes while
avoiding the unidentified brown area.
After her quick clean up, she calmly goes
back into the 7-11 as if nothing happened, and
walks over to the coffee stand to pour a large
coffee. The cashier is in shock because of what
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he just watched Maria doing outside. He moves
to cover his nose from the sudden stench Maria
brings with her to the register.
The cashier smiles while pushing Maria’s
change across the counter, careful not to touch
her hand. The clerk reminds her to drive
carefully and wishes her a safe trip.
While opening the exit door, Maria sees
one of those devices that straps against your leg
to collect urine while driving. The device is
called the “Gotta Get There Travel Bag.” The
bag is designed for people who gotta get there
but don’t have time to pull over for those pesky
bathroom breaks. On the packaging there is a
big picture of a guy and girl driving by a
crowded rest stop, laughing and pointing at all
the people who had to pull over. The caption
reads, “Go With The Flow.”
Maria thinks twice, wondering if using a
device like this might actually be considered
crazy. Then she realizes that the store clerk is
staring at her with a raised eyebrow. She looks
at the clerk, asking in her most controlled
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normal voice, “What kind of person would ever
use something like this?” She huffs and walks
out the store.
Seconds later, she rushes back into the
store with that zombie look in her eyes and buys
two of the devices. She clears her throat, and in
a sophisticated voice tells the clerk, “I need to
use the lavatory one last time, and then I’ll be
leaving.”
The clerk hands her the key and Maria
walks off towards the bathroom. She looks back
and smiles at the workers with both eyes rapidly
blinking, then slowly closes the door behind her.
The cashier clerk looks at his co-worker
and whispers, “Get a load of this bird. One
minute she’s a crazed rat swimming around our
dumpster, and the next minute she’s a lady who
needs to use our lavatory.”
The two clerks struggle to keep from
laughing out loud. They don’t want the crazy
lady to hear them joking about her. The cashier
clerk leans over to his co-worker and loses his
southern accent when he speaks in his normal
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city tone, “Didn’t I tell you buying a 7-11 on the
highway would be fun?”
Without warning, Maria comes bursting
out from the bathroom. It didn’t take her long to
attach the devices. They both stop laughing.
She struts up to the counter, smiles at the clerk
with her blinking red eyes, drops off the
bathroom key and wishes them a nice day.
As she exits the store, the clerk behind
the counter looks at his co-worker and says,
“There’s gotta be a guy out there somewhere
thanking God that she’s finally gone. What a
nightmare.”
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Chapter 3
Back at work in Miami, Don is biting his
lip while intensely staring at his computer. He
is trying not to loose his temper while deleting
all the e-mails being sent from his fellow city
workers, cursing each and every message as he
reads them.
All these people are asking Don for his
input on their wacky projects and inventions. If
the e-mails weren’t enough, Don’s co-workers
also keep passing by his cubicle with absurd
proposals that are going to make them both rich.
They are even trying to sweeten the deal for Don
by offering different levels of ownership when
their ridiculous plans succeed.
After Don says he’s not interested, they
up their offers from 20% to 30%, 30% to 40%,
and then up to 50%. When Don just says,
“Noooooo… I’m not interested,” some of the
workers offer him 51%, pointing out that Don
would have the controlling interest in their
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brilliant plan. His co-workers get upset when he
turns them all down.
After a while, Don recognizes a distinct
difference between the two types of knocks
people use when tapping on his cubicle. His coworkers who just need to talk about work only
knock three times on the edge of his cubicle
wall, just three simple taps.
But the crazy people, the ones with the
absurd ideas, all appear to have a certain rhythm
to their knocking. It’s always the same no
matter who is stopping by to discuss their
outrageous ideas, each and every time. It is
almost like a “knock-de-de-knock-knock”
sounding rhythm. Each knock-de-de-knockknock digs a little deeper into his nerves.
About 20 minutes later he hears the
idiotic knocking rhythm again. He turns to see
the security guard from downstairs smiling back
at him; he happened to be on his lunch break
and was “just passing by”. Don barely knows
this guy other than saying hello and goodbye
when he walks through the lobby.
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The security guard coughs and then
starts into a ridiculous idea about men’s urinals.
The security guard feels that their urinals at
work should be designed in the shape of a large
soft hand held vacuum hose. He grins and says,
“It would serve a purpose and feel good too.”
Don tries to be delicate with him. With a
blank look on his face, Don tells the guy, “I’m
sorry, I can’t help you with that. I’m really not
an inventor.” The guard looks hurt for a
moment, then angry. He backs away, holding
his hands up as if apologizing to the king.
“OOOOOhhhh, I get it, you’re too busy. I’m
sorry to have disturbed such a big important
official like yourself. Please excuse me for
troubling you, sir”
The security guard storms off. Don feels
awkward about him leaving so angrily. He
doesn’t want to make enemies with the people
he works with, but he seems to be losing the
respect of his co-workers.
The constant bombardment by all these
excited fanatics asking Don for his opinion is
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starting to become a serious mental strain. He
thinks listening to some music might help him
feel better, so Don grabs his MP3 player, turns
on some music and plugs in his headset. As the
classical music starts to play, he begins to feel as
though he might be able to unwind.
Don slowly finds himself drifting off into
a peaceful place. Even the veins in his neck are
starting to relax; their bulging is becoming less
prominent against his skin and he’s beginning to
breathe in a normal fashion. Don is calming
down.
When he is totally relaxed, he takes a
long deep breath, trying to pull in as much air as
possible. This is something he learned from his
stress and tension relief classes, and he’s feeling
the need to relieve some stress and tension
today.
Before Don can exhale his huge breath,
he feels someone pounding very hard on the
back of his desk chair. All he can think to
himself is, “This person is hitting my chair in the
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crazy people rhythmic knock. I can’t take this
anymore.”
Opening his mouth to show his teeth,
Don quickly turns to attack while letting out the
huge breath he’s been holding in, but realizes
that he’s going for the throat of his boss. He
catches himself, regains his composure and
changes his facial expression to the old usual
“hello boss” smile.
His boss asks, “Would you please come
with me to my office? I have something that’s
kind of top secret that I want to share with you.”
He whispers to Don, “It’s an idea from over 20
years ago. Marblehead, I’m going to show you
what got me into this office. This idea helped
make me the man that I am today.”
They walk over to the boss’s office. He
unlocks his door and they move to go inside.
The boss gives a quick look around to see who’s
watching, then closes the door behind them. He
asks Don to move out of the way so he can open
his storage closet. The boss tugs on his key ring,
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jingling them as he unlocks and opens the closet
door.
It seems Don’s boss is quite a junk
collector; his storage closet is packed wall to wall
with rubbish. He finally gets into the area of the
closet where the thing he wanted to show Don is
located.
Don is trying to pretend he’s listening
carefully by holding his jaw and saying,
“Hmmmmm, I’m interested to know what your
idea is, sir.” Don is trying to parrot his boss’s
same stuffy manner of speaking, but it’s obvious
that this isn’t the natural tone he uses for
conversation.
Don now finds himself agonizing about
being alone with the boss in his office. He
watches him struggling to move something out
of the way of the mystery thing, wishing he
could just go home. The boss says, “Okay, here
we go.” Once again he pulls his key chain off
his belt and fiddles through them. There is a
squeaky noise as he unlocks and opens
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something else. His boss finally begins to back
out of the closet as if he’s carrying a baby.
Don is starting to feel queasy from being
in the office. This is the one person whom Don
hates the most at work. He thinks his boss is a
jerk.
Don has a flashback, remembering his
first day of work when he got chewed out by
this guy. Don silently relives the events that
unfolded while he was getting settled into his
new cubicle. The stress from starting a new job
was taking its toll that day.
Since the surroundings were all new to
him, Don wanted to take a couple of seconds
and stretch his arms out and try to relax. He
was aching to unravel from those first day
jitters.
Precisely at the moment the boss was
passing by, Don began to extend out his arms.
When Don’s new boss observed him dong the
stretch, he stopped dead in his tracks and started
yelling, “Young man, we don’t pay our
employees to lounge around day dreaming
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about taking vacations. Day dreaming is for
little girls and old ladies. GET THAT
THROUGH YOUR THICK SKULL, OR GET
OUT!”
That first day no one knew his name.
Ever since then, the term “Marblehead has a
thick skull” trumped every argument Don made
at any office meeting.
Don returns from his flashback as the
boss gets himself far enough out of the closet to
turn around and share his top secret idea. As he
shifts his body to face Don, the boss blows the
dust off the weirdest fake-looking gun Don has
ever seen. The Boss is grinning from ear to ear.
“Say hello to my little friend Bertha. Isn’t this
the coolest gun you’ve ever seen?”
Don opens his mouth to say something,
but the boss keeps talking. “I designed this gun
myself, Marblehead, for the police department
of the future.”
He looks Don square in the eye and says,
“It’s called the ‘Gotta Get Them Gun,’ and it
only shoots smart bullets.” He pushes a
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handmade wooden lever that’s broken and says,
“It shoots three different kinds of bullets; one for
shooting people, one for dogs, and it even has a
chamber for bird shot.”
The boss perks up a great big smile and
delivers his grand closing sales pitch. “The bird
shot is for when hunting season comes.” His
face is glowing with pride; he smiles and says,
“It’s the greatest idea I’ve ever come up with,
and I want to share it with you, Marblehead.”
The boss hands the fake looking gun to
Don and says, “My little friend here got me into
this office. With your genius-ness, this might
take us both. . . to the top.” He clears his throat,
saying in a very deep voice, “It’s 50/50 with me,
Marblehead. We can do it, and I’m willing to
give you half of everything that we make off of
it!”
The boss extends his hand. “Let’s shake
on it, Marblehead.”
As Don feels forced to shake his boss’s
hand, the head honcho continues to flex more
authority over Don by telling him, “I need you
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to have the ‘Gotta Get Them Gun’ ready for
presentation at the next city council meeting in 4
months. With my vision and your brains,
Marblehead, we’ll show the rest of them what
real men can accomplish.”
He opens his office door and pats Don on
the back while steering him out. Then Don’s
boss says loud enough for everyone to hear,
“I’m glad you like my idea, Marblehead. We’re
going to be rich! Isn’t this a great place to work
Marblehead?”
Don smiles at his boss while nodding yes
to his loud comments and walks away with a
huge knot in his stomach. As he gets near his
cubicle, he notices that all his co-workers are
staring at him - the same people whose ideas
Don said weren’t that good.
One of the girls gives Don the look of
death and mimics what the boss just said in her
best impression of a man’s deep voice. “Isn’t
this a great place to work, Marblehead?” They all
wait for his response, but Don just bows his
head and walks back into his cubicle.
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Everyone goes back to moving about
their scheduled business. It was a bad show, but
at least it was over… for now.
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Chapter 4
Back on the highway, Maria has been
driving for quite some time. Her gas tank is
almost empty again, and her urine bags are
about to burst. When she moves her legs the
wrong way, she feels the liquid trying to go back
inside her through the tubes. She has to be very
careful when moving her foot from the gas pedal
to the brake.
Maria spots a service area off the freeway
and pulls into a modern gas station built to
resemble something from the 1950’s. On the
front of the little general store there’s a big sign
that reads, “Restrooms are for folks who buy
gas.” She opens her door and gets out to start
quickly pumping her own gas.
On the front porch of the gas station’s
general store is a group of young men sipping
beers and watching Maria. One of the guys
seems curious and asks Maria in a fake southern
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accent, “Are you all right, ma’am? You seem
kind of jumpy.”
Maria says, “Well, I need gas, a super
large cup of coffee, and most of all, I really need
to pee.” Her very full travel bags are creating
visible bulges in her pants; she looks like she has
abnormally fat thighs. She smiles and asks,
“Does your gas station have a bathroom I can
use?”
One fellow who looks like the boss tells
her in a joking way, “It’s a shame you truly have
to go, because the store bathroom is no longer in
service, Ma’am.” Maria doesn’t realize he’s just
joking around. She says, “Well, I gotta do
something.” She stretches her neck to look
around the building for other options. This
really gets their attention.
She points right next to where the group
of guys are sitting and asks the boss man if she
can go pee behind the bush.
The boss says, “Lady, ain't nobody
peeing behind my front porch bush.” The guys
look at each other, and one of them gets a silly
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grin on his face. The comedian wants to see how
far he can take the joke. He’s hungry to have
some fun before telling her about the super
modern bathroom rest area they have right
across the street.
The joker leans forward in his rocking
chair while Maria is pumping her gas and says,
“If you got the guts, lady, we’ll let you use that
area where you’re standing for a bathroom
spot.”
Maria stares at him in silence for a few
seconds, and then smiles and says, “Thank you,
that will work just fine.” She pushes both hands
into her pockets and begins adjusting the valves
to her “Gotta Get There Travel Bags,” and lets
gravity go to work.
After adjusting the valves, dark yellow
liquid begins to trickle out from the ankle area
below her pants; slowly at first, but then it
works its way up to a healthy flow. As she
releases more and more urine, the storage bags
in her pants are starting to deflate; and the flow
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turns from a gentle stream to a micro fire hose
blast.
As it’s blasting away from the little
plastic hoses, the two small puddles grow. After
a few seconds, so much has come out that the
puddles are joining together around Maria’s
shoes.
Maria, also feeling in the spirit to keep
the laughs rolling, asks the comedian if they
have a life preserver to throw her.
The guys sit there in disbelief with their
mouths half open, unable to speak. Maria,
finished with her discharge and just about ready
to start closing the release valves in her pockets,
says, “Ohhh, wait a minute, not yet.”
She holds her hands against her hips and
begins to squeeze her stomach muscles; she
starts to moan and groan while pushing out the
rest of what’s been making her dance around the
gas pump.
When she’s finished, she calmly pushes
her hands back into her pockets and closes the
valves for the “Gotta Get There Travel Bags”
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and shakes each leg. As she finishes shaking her
legs, one of the workers comes out from the
station’s little general store with the super large
coffee that she asked for. She closes her gas tank
lid and asks how much she owes the man for the
coffee.
The boss man says, “Lady, that one is on
the house.” Maria thanks him and takes the
huge coffee from the worker. She gets back into
her car, ready to hit the road.
The gas station guys are sitting on the
edge of their seats, and the boss man asks Maria,
“Hey lady, where the heck are you going?”
Maria grabs the dirty old newspaper
clipping from the car’s dashboard, holds it up
for them to see and screams, “I’m going to find
him!”
The boss man asks her, “Find who,
Jesus?”
Maria answers, “No, this guy right here
in the picture.” She points to the photo on the
page of the filthy newspaper and screams, “He’s
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the man of my dreams! We’re going to get
married!” Maria starts the engine and takes off
from the parking lot, peppering the guys on the
deck with flying gravel.
The men all look at each other in silence,
and then one of them says, “Now, tell me you’ve
seen something like that on TV!” Another
comedian intentionally speaks in a very
educated manner, “Now, I told you guys that
buying a gas station in the desert would be fun.”
They start laughing and lose their heavy
southern accents while joking about what just
happened.
*

*

*

Back at city hall, Don is on the telephone
asking Sam for some advice; he’s having trouble
dealing with all the idiotic ideas his co-workers
keep proposing to him. “Sam, all these people
keep stopping by my cubicle, and they seem to
have this need to share their crazy ideas with
me. It’s driving me nuts.”
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Sam says, “Don, don’t worry. These 15
minute of fame situations always die down after
a couple of days. Have there been fewer and
fewer people coming by?”
Don replies, “Yea, the flow of office
traffic is starting to slow down.”
Sam says, “Well there you have it buddy,
the crazies are all returning to their rabbit holes,
and sooner than you realize it, you’ll be back to
your old boring life again. Don’t worry, Don,
just a few more days and you’ll be as good as
new.”
Don is starting to calm down when he
hears a phone ringing on Sam's end. Sam says,
“I gotta answer the other line, Don.”
They both say goodbye and hang up just
as somebody knocks at Don’s cubicle. It is the
normal tap tap tap rhythm, so Don stays calm
while turning to see who it is. This time it's
Nancy, one of his co-workers. She’s smiling and
holding her small daughters hand.
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Nancy leans over and says to her little
girl, “Honey I want you to meet someone who’s
very important around here. Say hello to Mr.
Don Marblehead.”
The little child smiles as she raises her
head to look at Don, offering her tiny hand up to
shake his. She is very young and can barely
speak proper English. The little girl says, “Hi
Mr. Marblehead Don.”
Don smiles at the little girl’s innocent
butchering of his name as Nancy tells her, “No
Honey, the other way around. Say 'Don
Marblehead'.”
The little girl says, “But mom, I already
said Marblehead Don…,” and becomes nervous
that she might be getting herself into trouble.
She is afraid her mommy might yell at her and
she’s not sure what she’s doing wrong.
Don shakes the little girl’s hand and says,
“Nice to meet you honey.” He smiles back at
Nancy, ready to say goodbye because he’s
planning to leave for a late lunch.
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But Nancy is not finished with the visit;
she has something else on her mind. Nancy is
pulling on her dress trying to get Don to notice
how nice she looks today.
Nancy smiles at Don with a catty look in
her eyes, and softly says, “Hey Don, I read in the
newspaper that you like blonds. What do you
think of my new hair color?” Nancy fluffs her
new blond colored hair for him to see.
Don smiles and says, “Nancy, have you
ever seen a picture of my girlfriend?” He
reaches into his wallet, and produces a picture of
a beautiful girl with dark curly hair.
Don is trying his best to seem oblivious
to the fact that Nancy likes him, purposely
avoiding the fact that she’s flirting. He tells
Nancy, “I’m not sure where those dim-witted
reporters got this whole blond hair idea from. I
didn’t say anything about liking blonds. I mean
it would be pretty clear to anyone just by
looking at this picture that I’m into curly dark
haired women.”
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As this conversation is taking place
between Don and Nancy, Don’s construction
buddy Joe arrives to meet up with him for a late
afternoon lunch. Joe witnesses Don in this
uncomfortable situation. Joe savors every
second of the exchange and is smiling wide
while chewing his gum.
Don has seen Joe smile like this before,
and he’s hoping Joe keeps his big mouth shut.
He introduces Joe to Nancy. The two of them
happily exchange their hellos, almost as if they
wish they could swap “Don” information.
Nancy sees that Don is about to head off
with his friend, so she prepares to walk away
with her daughter. As she’s turning to leave,
she says, “Don, the right girl can change her hair
to any color that her man wishes it to be.
Thanks for telling me you like curly dark hair.
I’ll be seeing you around.” She winks before
walking away with her daughter.
Don takes a deep breathe and quietly
says, “Joe I’m only going to say this once; please
keep your mouth shut until we get outside.”
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As Don and Joe start to walk away and
leave for lunch, Joe whispers, “Hey, I didn’t
know Don Dapper was a chubby chaser.”
Don grins at Joe and says, “Walk a mile
in my shoes, Joe.”
Joe says, “What are you worried about? I
kinda like them thick. And it sure as hell beats
carrying around some phony picture in your
pocket.” Joe starts smiling while chewing his
gum and says, “Wait until Sam hears about this
one.”
Don tenses up and says to Joe, “Now
let’s not start any crap with Sam about this. I
don’t need Sam analyzing my every decision.”
Joe sees he is getting a rise out of Don.
Being the good friend he is, Joe continues
making Don feel uncomfortable by asking,
“Does Sam even know you’re still carrying
around that ridiculous picture? Or better yet,
that you still use that fake picture to keep from
having to go out on dates with these women
who throw themselves at you?”
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Don is getting red in the face. “Enough,
Joe. There’s no need to involve Sam in all my
personal business.”
He looks at Joe and says, “The picture
works in these situations, and that’s all there is
to it.” Don stops walking and looks Joe in the
eye. “What was I supposed to say to that
woman? Wow… thanks for changing the color
of your hair. Let’s get married.”
Joe responds, “You could at least change
the picture.”
Don says, “I had the original from when
we were kids, and then I bought a dozen more
online when I found them, and this is the last
one. When I find the right girl I’ll throw it
away.”
They walk out onto the sidewalk and Joe
asks Don, “So what do you want to eat for lunch
today?”
Don Says, “Lets go somewhere low key.
How about the Grande Loco Pollo?”
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Joe says, “Yee Haw, I love crazy
chickens. Let’s order the Hungry Man's Dream
Special.” They both nod their heads in
agreement and head off in the direction of the
restaurant.
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Chapter 5
It is getting very late and Maria is too
tired to continue driving on the foggy road. She
finds herself slipping into that place between
sleep and reality. She slowly pulls into a public
rest area, parks under a group of palm trees and
dozes off with her head against the car window.
Even after the sun rises, Maria continues
to sleep heavily through the hustle and bustle of
the morning highway traffic speeding by.
The afternoon approaches. Maria's is still
sound asleep with her head against the window.
She starts mumbling, “It’s me Don. What Don?
Ohhh Don…, I love you too.” Happy in her
dream, she smiles. As she smiles wider and her
teeth begin to show, drool spills out from the
side of her mouth and runs down her cheek.
As the dribble forms a wet spot on
Maria’s shirt, a police officer is approaching her
car. When he reaches the car window, he
knocks on the roof.
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Maria wakes up waving her arms to
defend herself. Realizing she is not where she
thought she was, Maria turns her head towards
the window with a puzzled look on her face.
She has no idea where she is, and she’s also
dealing with the added shock of seeing a police
officer standing next to her car.
The officer stares at her through the glass
as she rolls down the window. Maria struggles
to gain control of her voice as she shakes off her
slumber. “Hello officer. What can I do for
you?”
The officer says, “Listen Ma’am, my
partner and I are just now ending our shift, and
from the time you pulled in, we’ve been keeping
an eye on you and your car. We figured since
your car has out of state plates, you could use a
good rest.”
Maria is nervous about the officer being
there and starts to wonder if she’s in some kind
of trouble. She doesn’t feel comfortable with
people in positions of authority. Men with
handcuffs don’t turn her on.
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The officer continues, “Since it’s the end
of our double shift, I wanted to wake you up
and let you know that. . . ” he hesitates for a
moment, and then continues, “. . . people from
out of state need to be careful around here.”
Maria now realizes that he is a nice
policeman and not someone she should be afraid
of. She lets out a slow breath.
The officer goes on. “You should know
that this place can get especially dangerous for a
girl who’s traveling alone. You wouldn’t believe
some of the lunatics who pass through here.”
Maria smiles in agreement with his
comment and says, “Thank you.” She wipes the
drool off her chin with her filthy hand and says,
“I can only imagine the nut jobs you have to deal
with.”
The officer then asks Maria, “Are you
heading to Miami?”
Maria perks up and says, “Yes. I got lost
last night and I couldn’t drive any more.”
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The officer clears his throat and points in
the opposite direction Maria's car is facing,
“Well, there you go ma'am, its right there behind
you. You just go over that bridge and you’ll be
downtown before you know it.”
Maria’s bloodshot eyes pop open wide,
“You mean. . . I’ve been here the whole time?”
The darkness and last night’s fog kept
Maria from realizing how close she actually was.
Maria thought she was lost; it felt like she had
been driving in the wrong direction for hours.
Suddenly Maria is feeling fully refreshed. She
has a new source of energy, unlike anything
she’s ever felt before.
Her expression turns into a look of
jubilation as she adjusts the rear view mirror
and sees a beautiful reflection of Miami’s skyline
shining back at her. Instantly her eyes begin to
twitch while her mouth slowly opens and closes
like a fish out of water. She has seen the light.
The officer wishes her a safe trip and
heads back to his patrol car, completely missing
the look on her face. While staring in the mirror
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at the Miami Skyline, Maria turns the ignition
key, revs the car’s engine and slams her
transmission into drive.
As she spins off with her tires squealing,
rocks scurry past the police officers boots. The
officer pays no attention to the screeching
wheels or the flying rocks; he just keeps strolling
towards the parked patrol car, where his partner
is waiting for him.
The officer opens his car door and gets
back inside the patrol car. He puts on his
seatbelt, looks over at his partner and says, “You
owe me five bucks there buddy.”
The partner is shaking his head and says,
“Whoaaa whoaaa whoaaa. Wait a minute
cowboy. You were walking back to the patrol
car mighty slow, almost like you were taking
your sweet time. Ya know, just to win a bet.”
The first cop says, “She was out of here
before I got back. But would it have really
mattered if I ran? I’m telling you, for some odd
reason, with all this pre-dawn fog, they never
see the Miami skyline at night. These people all
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act the same way when they find out how close
they are to their dream destination.”
They both start to laugh, and the first cop
says to his partner, “I told you patrolling this
rest stop area would be fun.”
*

*

*

After crossing the bridge and making a
few turns, Maria finds herself driving on a
crowded downtown street. As she looks around
at all the big sky scrapers, she thinks out loud,
“Wow, look at the tall buildings!”
Her mind clicks and she realizes it’s time
to start the task of locating Don Marblehead.
She turns down the street where Don and Joe are
having lunch, but Maria is looking on the wrong
side of the road and drives right by their
sidewalk café.
While Don is listening to Joe ramble on
about how he outsmarted his wife this morning
by locking her out of the bathroom, Don notices
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Maria’s car slowly driving down the road. It
stands out because Maria is so busy staring at
the buildings across the street that she’s causing
a traffic jam, and other motorists are starting to
yell at her. Don comments, “Would you look at
that! What a crazy bird.”
Just as Don speaks these words the
waiter arrives with their lunch. Joe stops
drawing the blueprint of his home on his
napkin, showing where he and his wife were
located during his triumphant moment and
says, “It’s not called a crazy bird, Mr. Award
winning genius volcano scientist; it’s called a big
crazy chicken, Grande Loco Pollo, ya dumb id. . .
dee. . . ot.”
Ignoring the comment, Don wants to
vent. He looks at Joe and says, “You know what
the worst part about winning this award is? The
demented people I work with all keep banging
on my cubicle wall with the same strange
knocking sound. It’s this knock-de-de-knockknock sound.
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Joe smirks and uses his fork to click his
plate in the knock-de-de-knock-knock rhythm.
“What’s so crazy about that? I do that all the
time. Stop being so sensitive.”
Joe says, “Listen to me, Don. Your
sudden fame isn’t such a bad thing. At least the
crazies aren’t really coming out of the
woodwork for you.” Joe clears his throat and is
uncertain about proceeding with what he wants
to say next. He moves his mouth, but the words
seem hesitant to come out. With a shaky voice,
Joe says, “Ummmm… Sam suggested he might
have a little fun with this whole sudden fame
thing. In fact,” he pauses and looks to the side
wondering if he should continue, which catches
Don’s full attention.
Joe coughs and goes on. “Sam wanted to
get one of his psychologist friends to come over
to your house today after work and play a little
joke on you.” Joe sits up straight in his chair and
says, “But don’t tell him I told you.”
Don’s fork full of chicken stops half-way
to his mouth as his irritated facial expression
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stiffens. He locks his jaw as he says, “I’m not in
the mood for jokes about this sudden fame crap,
Joe.”
Joe tries to back paddle by saying, “But
we’ve called it off, Don.” Don’s face isn’t
relaxing.
Then Joe puts on his “you’re my buddy
grin” and explains, “Yea, I told Sam we should
call it off, you know, since you’ve been such a
big baby Marblehead about this whole thing.
We all thought you might get a little too stressed
out. In fact, Sam said as fun as it would be, we
might actually hurt your tiny sensitive inner
child.” Joe makes a little baby face at Don and
begins to happily eat his lunch with a quiet
chuckle.
Don takes a deep breath and shakes his
head while chewing his chicken. He mutters
while exhaling, “My friends. What would life be
without you guys?”
Further down the street, Maria has made
another turn and is now driving on a different
road. On the side of a big office building, she
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sees the local Television station’s flashing neon
sign.
She stops her car and does a horrible job
of parallel parking. Another driver trying to get
around her beeps his horn and yells “Learn to
drive or take the bus, you dumb moron!” But
when Maria jumps out wearing filthy clothes
and showing her dirt covered non smiling face,
he decides she doesn’t look like someone he
wants to mess with. This whacked out woman
standing in front of him ain’t apologizing. He
quickly closes his mouth, turns his head to look
away from her and gets the heck out of there
before something happens. Maria stands
completely still, like a maniac ready to attack,
just staring at the impatient driver as he pulls
away.
When he’s far enough away, Maria turns
and goes inside the news building. She walks
through the main building entrance into a big
hallway corridor and starts yelling very loudly,
“Can someone please help me find the reporter
who covered the Don Marblehead news story?”
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The workers standing in the hallway take
one look at her and stop talking, then move back
toward their offices. She’s not the first “Code
Red” they’ve seen walking through the doors.
The station manager comes out from his
office to see what all the noise is about and finds
himself standing face to face with a disheveled
homeless looking woman.
Maria, realizing she just had a moment,
smiles at the station manager in an attempt to
soften the atmosphere. In her best attempt at a
little school girl voice she says, “Hello Sir. Can
you help me find Don Marblehead?”
The station manager sternly says, “Don
Marblehead. Don Marblehead. I’ll tell you what
I tell everyone else. I can only give you his name
as it was reported in the news story. If you need
me to, I can have my assistant over here write it
down on a piece of paper for you.” Waiting for
her next move, he places his hands on his hips
and takes in a deep breath while pushing his
chest out.
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Maria protests and says, “But I already
know his name. I need his address so that I can
find him.” The old station manager slowly
exhales and loudly insists that he can’t give her
anything more than that because of state and
federal privacy laws. He turns around and
marches back into his office.
Maria is standing there spastically
shaking her head as he walks away, begging,
“Nooo! There has to be a way. I have to find
him. He’s the man of my dreams. He’s the man
I’m supposed to marry.” The station manager
ignores her pleas and goes back into his office.
He’s tired of hearing about Don Marblehead.
The older woman assistant sitting at the
front desk leans her head to one side and gives
Maria the “I’m sorry” look, then tilts her head to
the other side and begins to a smile. As she
scans over Maria’s filthy clothes and wild
looking blond hair, the older woman asks, “Is
Don Marblehead really the man of your
dreams?”
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Maria responds with a loud, “Yes!” She
goes on to explain that she has just traveled
across the country and that’s why she looks the
way she does. With her heart on her sleeve,
Maria starts to blush and says, “There’s much
more to it than just love. It’s, well. . . I’ve kinda
known my whole life that he’s the man I’m
supposed to marry.”
Maria holds up the dirty newspaper
clipping with Don’s picture, points to the details
of Don’s life story and begins to tremble when
she whimpers, “Everything written here is
actually our story.” With her head shaking
Maria looks away from the picture back into the
old women’s eyes and asks, “Can you believe
it?”
The smile on the older woman’s face
widens to a devilish grin. She tells Maria, “If I
were standing in your shoes, and If I were sober
and clearly thinking. . . ” The older woman’s
voice changes into that of a professional
hypnotist trying to convince the weak minded,
“I would do a little snooping on the internet.
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You can find out just about anything you want
with a search engine these days.” Because Maria
looks homeless, the older woman tells her,
“There’s even a library right across the street
where you can do your research. It’s free.”
Maria seems to have hope once again.
She smiles at the older woman and thanks her
for her advice. Just before she leaves the office,
the older woman shouts out to her, “Excuse me,
ma’am.”
Maria stops and turns around. The older
woman points across the room and continues,
“You see that pile of newspapers over there? I
think you can find a much fresher copy of your
story in that mountain of garbage.”
Maria looks at the large stack sitting on a
corner table and says, “Ohhh my gosh.” She
walks over to the pile of old newspapers and
starts going through each one.
She finds two different local papers
covering Don’s award presentation. One is the
same as the dumpster copy she already has, and
the other is something she’s never seen before.
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She struggles to choose between something old
and something new.
Maria hesitates and looks as if she’s
ready to get on her knees and beg. She asks the
older woman if she could have both of the
newspapers. The older woman says, “But you
only need one newspaper to get all of Don
Marblehead’s information, sweetie.”
Maria now looks like a child who is
about to cry. She pouts and sniffs her nose,
thinks for a second and says, “One day my
husband will wish he had copies of all this stuff,
and I’d like to save anything extra for safe
keeping. . . for our children to see when they
grow up.”
The old woman smiles and says, “Honey,
you can take the whole stack and make a collage
of all the beautiful events leading up to your
magic moment.”
Without hesitation, Maria grabs the
whole stack of papers, trying to keep them from
falling out of her struggling arms. She thanks
the older woman and rushes out the door to her
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car. Armed with the additional information, it is
time to work on locating Don Marblehead’s
home address.
A few seconds after the door closes
behind Maria, the manager peeks his head
around the edge of his door and decides it’s safe
to come back out from his office. “You see,
Mabel, I told you working out front would be a
lot more fun.”
Mabel looks back at him and says,
“Somewhere out there is a house full of cats
crying for their dinner.” The Station manager
laughs and asks, “Well, I guess this is payback,
huh?”
Mabel has a sudden flashback to the last
city hall holiday party. She was there on official
news station business as a reporter. She
remembers the horrible run-in she had with Don
Marblehead before he was given the award that
made him almost famous.
At the holiday party, Don had his back
turned towards Mabel. He couldn’t see that she
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was standing directly behind him listening in on
the fun.
Mabel was fidgeting with her new sporty
blond hair, acting like a little school girl hoping
to get into the “cool” crowd. Don’s circle of
people were all laughing, telling jokes and just
having a good old time. They were the fun
crowd.
Mabel was all dressed up and trying to
look hot and hip. She wanted the crowd to
know that she still has it. But from one quick
look at Mabel, you see she doesn’t fit in at all
with the popular crowd. Nevertheless, she has
that “I’m gonna fake it till I make it” look on her
face.
It’s also easy to see that Don’s had a little
too much to drink. Without warning, Don
shouts out to the group of people he’s
socializing with, “Man, do I have a great blond
joke for you guys!”
Everybody quiets down for him. They
are all grinning because standing behind Don,
they see Mabel’s hand slowly stop fluffing her
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blond hair. They’re just waiting for Don to hang
himself. They already like how this joke is
starting out.
Don takes a big swig of his drink and
asks the gang, “What's the difference between an
old blond broad and a brick?” No one answers
him. Don pretends like he’s trying to run and
says, “Well, when you lay a brick, it doesn't
follow you around for three days!”
Everyone laughs and looks past Don at
Mabel standing behind him. Her face is red and
she looks deeply embarrassed. Mabel looks like
she could strangle Don.
Don turns around to see what everyone
is staring and laughing at. Realizing what just
happened, he quickly pulls his glass away from
his smiling lips and accidentally spits out his
drink. “Ohhh jeez.”
Don tries to turn his soft laughter into a
genuine drunk smile and says, “I’m sorry,
Ma’am. . . I didn’t see you standing there,” but
he can’t keep himself from laughing with the
rest of the gang.
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As they all laugh at Mabel, Don looks at
her and says, “I was just kidding around. Come
on and have a drink. It’s a party.” Mabel isn’t
laughing, and she looks as if the only thing she
wants to drink is Don’s blood off the edge of a
machete.
Mabel comes back out from her
flashback. She looks over to the station
manager, tilts her head, smiles and says, “Pay
Back? If I only had a 100 more angels like her.”
The station manager nervously laughs, then
walks back into his office. He doesn’t want to be
in the view of a scorned woman.
Outside, Maria is walking down the
street and passes a coffee shop. She decides to
go in and start her research.
She finds an empty table and pulls her
laptop out from her backpack. She struggles to
plug in the power cord. After fidgeting with it,
she manages to get it plugged into the outlet.
The waiter comes over and looks at
Maria. Staring at the way she’s dressed, he
wonders if she’s a homeless woman who has
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never owned a laptop before. He sarcastically
remarks, “Nice laptop. Is that yours?”
She smirks at his comment and orders a
coffee to send him off, then calls him back to ask
for the super large size. She wants the biggest
one they’ve got.
The waiter says, “That size coffee costs
three times as much as a regular single sized
coffee, Ma’am.” Maria gives him the
“whatever” look and hands over the money in
advance.
When her laptop finishes powering up,
she begins typing away and spends the next few
moments searching through the information.
Just as the waiter returns with her jumbo
coffee, she locates Don’s contact information. In
her excitement, she jostles the table and almost
causes the large cup of coffee to spill over.
The waiter sneers at her with an
insincere smile and says, “I’m sorry ma’am. I
didn’t mean to frighten you.” Maria gives him a
smirk. He leaves her change on the table and
walks away.
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Maria’s laptop isn’t charging properly.
There seems to be a problem with her power
cord, and the battery is starting to flash its final
warning message on her laptop screen.
With no time to spare, Maria grabs the
napkin from under her coffee cup and starts to
write down Don’s contact information, but she’s
having a hard time writing his address with her
pen. The napkin had gotten a little wet.
She writes Don's information on the
stained napkin and packs her things up,
grabbing her coffee and rushing out the door.
Maria has somewhere to go and someone to
meet.
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Chapter 6
When Don arrives home from work and
gets out from his car, he is met by Mildred, his
elderly female neighbor. Mildred yells out, “Oh
Don! I still have to return that extension cord I
borrowed from you.” (She borrowed his
extension cord a while ago to build a bird
feeder.)
He smiles and says, “It’s Okay, Mildred.
I’ve been waiting almost 5 months for that
extension cord. A few more days won’t hurt.
And Christmas is coming, Mildred, so you
might be able to guess what I’m getting you this
year.”
She smiles at Don as he walks up his
front porch stairs and into his house. Don is
finally able to begin relaxing from the stresses of
the day. He has made it back, safe and sound.
He closes his front door and says out loud, “At
last, peace and quiet.”
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Just as he says these words, Maria is
turning her steering wheel and heading down
Don’s street, comparing all the numbers on the
houses to what she has written down. Maria
spots Don’s number and parks at the curb. She
carefully compares the address written down on
her coffee stained napkin to the number on the
front of Don’s house. Her heart is pounding.
Maria smiles and shuts off her engine
when she sees they match. As she walks up the
steps, she focuses on his front door and imagines
how beautiful life is on the other side.
Trembling with excitement, she tries to do some
quick freshening up by attempting to pull the
wrinkles out of her shirt, then she does an
energized little girl happy dance. She is ready to
begin the rest of her life.
She takes a deep breath, raises her hand,
hesitates from making that first contact, and
then closes her eyes and knocks. As she taps on
the door, the rings on her fingers make a high
pitched sound with the glass. Don hears the
knocking and instantly recognizes the knock-dede-knock-knock rhythm from the idiots at work.
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But this time the knocking sound is
slightly different, a louder, slowed down, drawn
out version of what he hears at the office. He
feels each knock to the core of his nerves. He
takes a deep breath, wondering who would be
banging on his door like that.
He recalls the poker night warning from
Sam and Steve telling him to watch out for
strangers stopping by. He calms himself down
thinking it must be his neighbor Mildred. She
did say she was bringing back the extension
cord that was borrowed; today must be the big
day.
He shrugs it off, thinking, “She is a
wacky old lady,” and walks towards the front of
the house to answer the door.
Opening the front door and expecting to
see Mildred, he says, “Ohhhh, Mildred you
didn’t need to… ”
Startled, he stops dead halfway into his
sentence.
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Maria has her head bowed and is staring
at the dirty old newspaper picture in her hands.
She raises her head to look up at Don and stops
when she can see into his eyes. She is quiet for
the first few seconds.
Don awkwardly asks, “Can I help you
with something?”
Maria looks back down at the dumpster
copy of Don’s picture, then back up to his face,
“It’s really you.” She drops the picture and her
head starts to bobble. In shock now, the only
additional thing she can muster up to say is
“Hi.”
The tone she uses sounds like a love
struck school girl, but Don just stands there
trying to process this unexpected situation.
Nothing is adding up.
Maria looks like hell. She appears to
have been sleeping in the same clothes for days.
Her shirt and pants are stained with sticky
looking muck.
As Don glances down towards her dirty
shoes, he can see that something is leaking out
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from under the ankle area of her pants. One of
the thigh straps from Maria’s “Gotta Get There
Travel Bags” has broken, and her zipper doesn’t
look so dry either.
Don has no idea who she is. He thinks
because she is so overdressed like a bag lady
that this must be the big practical joke Joe told
him about at lunch, the one that was supposedly
called off.
This scenario goes along perfectly with
the prank his buddies wanted to pull on him.
Don tells himself that the guys must be playing
the practical joke on him right now. It must be
show time.
Don gets a big grin on his face and looks
around the front porch to see where his friends
are hiding. He wonders if they’re in the bushes
over by the side of the house, prepared to spring
out and surprise him and have a good laugh.
As he begins to move toward the edge of
his porch to find his pals, he says to the
homeless looking woman, “Well it’s a pleasure
to meet you, ma’am.” He is getting ready to
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yell, “Got Ya!” as he gets closer to the end of his
long porch.
But when he gets to the end railing and
looks over, there is no one there. He turns back
to the odd looking woman standing on his
porch. She is now picking up the dirty
newspaper clipping that she dropped on the
floor.
She smiles and says to Don, “I already
have two more copies in case something
happens to this one, but I better keep it.”
She takes off her baseball cap and fluffs
her hair around so Don can notice that she is a
blond. Maria winks and says, “Its Super Blond.”
She gets a flirty look in her eyes and says, “I bet
you like it, don’t ya?”
Don is knocked off balance by the fact
that it’s just him and some unknown crazy lady
standing out there on the porch. He recognizes
that this isn’t a practical joke, and a knot forms
in his stomach.
He also realizes that this whack-job
homeless woman is now between him and his
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open front door. Trying not to show fear, Don
musters a forced quivering smile as he walks
back over to the doorway.
When he makes it past Maria and back
inside the house, he closes the door while saying
in a shaky voice, “You have the wrong person.
Please go away.”
At first Maria just stands there like a love
sick puppy. It doesn’t even faze her that Don
just closed the door in her face. She hasn’t fully
processed that he is gone back inside the house
for good.
Don slowly turns the deadbolt lock and
latches the security chain. Maria hears the
deadbolt being set and realizes that Don must be
very uncomfortable with what’s just happened.
She yells through the door, “It’s Okay,
Don. You will understand in time. We’re going
to get married!” On the other side of the door
Don holds his heart as if that will keep it from
beating through his chest.
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She laughs wildly and shouts even
louder, “Everything is going to be just fine.
Now that I’ve found you, we can live happily
ever after. I can’t wait until Valentine’s Day!”
Maria sees herself in the reflection of the
glass panels on the front door and realizes that
she needs to go clean up.
She presses her mouth against the door
and in a very loud voice says, “I should have
made myself more presentable before finding
you. Don’t worry, Don. Everything is going to
be alright.”
Don steps away from the door and walks
over to his couch. His body is shaking as he sits
down. He listens to the sounds of foot steps
skipping off his front porch.
He finds himself staring at the clock on
his wall. Don is not moving. He is frozen.
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Chapter 7
A few hours later, Don’s buddy Sam
stops by the house to borrow a screwdriver
set. As he walks in through the back door, Sam
struggles to put his keys back into his pocket.
He finds Don in the living room, sitting quietly
on his couch and staring at the clock on the wall.
Sam looks upset and asks, “Hey! What’s
up? Why is the back door still locked?” Don
doesn’t answer. Sam continues, “Hey Einstein, I
told you earlier I was coming over.”
Don pulls his eyes away from the clock
and slowly turns his head towards Sam. He tells
Sam about the crazy homeless woman who
knocked on his front door earlier.
“Sam, it really happened just like you
said it would. This filthy homeless woman was
standing right there.” He points towards the
front porch with a shaky finger, “She said she
was going to be my wife!”
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Sam says, “Hey, slow down buddy, don’t
get yourself so worked up. She probably read
your story from a garbage pail newspaper, and
then remembered you from when you were
standing out front doing yard work or
something.”
Don fully opens his eyes and says, “You
know, she was holding a newspaper clipping.”
Don rubs his forehead and says, “She
acted like it was something really important, like
she treasured it.”
Sam asks, “Did the newspaper clipping
look like it came out of a garbage pail?”
Don replies, “You know, it did kind of
look like a ratty old piece of garbage.”
Sam says, “Don, the homeless problem
around this neighborhood is bigger than most
people care to look at.”
Sam walks over to Don, puts his arm
around his shoulders and says, “Don’t worry. If
she comes back, we’ll just have Steve arrest her
for trespassing.”
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Sam smiles and starts talking in a tough
street gangster voice, “Better yet, we’ll crack a
couple of 40’s and have Steve put a cap in her
ass.”
Sam holds his arms wide, and in his best
wannabe gangster pose says, “Don’t worry,
pimp. The street’s got your back.”
Don smiles. Sam asks, “What time did
this happen?”
Don replies, “A little over 2 hours ago.”
Sam stands up straight and says, “Don,
stop with all of this. You’re worrying about
nothing.”
As Sam finishes his words, Don’s house
telephone begins to ring. Don just stares at it,
almost as though he is afraid to go over and
make the connection with whatever might be on
the other end of the phone line.
Sam starts to furiously clap his hands
when he bellows, “For the love of God, stop this
nonsense and go pick up that phone.”
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Don shrugs his shoulders and says,
“You’re probably right.”
Don slowly walks over to the ringing
phone and looks back at Sam as he picks it up.
In an unsure voice he answers, “Hello?” But
there is no response.
Don can hear noises on the other end of
the line, but he can’t make out what all the
clattering is. It sounds like a combination of
wind chimes, dogs barking, cats meowing and a
man yelling loudly in a foreign language.
A woman clears her throat and says, “Hi
Don, it’s Maria. We met a little while ago on
your front porch.” Don is silent while she
continues, “I was wondering if it would be Okay
to come over in about fifteen minutes and talk
with you.”
Don looks like he is beginning to have a
panic attack. Sam sees Don’s body stiffen and
snaps his fingers at him while quietly asking,
“Who is it?”
Don throws the phone against his chest
and whispers back to Sam, “It’s that homeless
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woman I told you about earlier. She wants to
come back over.”
Sam, (with a “you dumb ass” look on his
face,) starts waving his hands and whispering,
“Duhhhhhhh Einstein! Why did you give the
bag lady your phone number?” Don looks at
Sam and breaths out while shaking his head,
“Psshhh,” as though Sam is an idiot.
Don returns the phone to his ear. “May I
ask how. . . ” with a big duhhhh look for Sam,
“how did you get my phone number?”
Maria responds, “I found it listed in the
public phone directory. You’re the only Don
Marblehead living in Miami. But don’t worry,
Don, it’s going to be Okay. You will understand
everything when I explain it to you.”
Sam wants to hear what’s being said on
the phone, so he runs into the kitchen and picks
up the other extension.
Maria asks again if she can come over in
Fifteen minutes to explain everything to Don in
detail. Sam, who’s now listening, gets to where
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Don can see him and starts waiving his hand,
signaling him to say yeah, let her come over.
Don hesitates, but then tells Maria,
“Ahhhhh, okay. Fifteen minutes from now.
Fifteen minutes will be just fine.”
Maria says, “Don, I’m so glad I finally
found you. I almost felt like giving up.” There’s
a slight pause, then Maria continues, “Don, I Lo.
. . ” but she doesn’t finish her sentence.
Don gasps for air with an “Oh, my God”
look on his face and says, “Excuse me? I’m
sorry, I didn’t get that last part.”
There’s more silence, and that weird
background noise starts coming over the phone
line again when Maria says, “Ummm, I think I’ll
save what I really want to say for when I see
you.” She goes on, “What’s fifteen more
minutes after waiting my whole life?” She
abruptly hangs up.
Don and Sam raise their eyebrows at
each other and without discussion. Sam pulls
his cell phone out of its holder and says, “We
gotta call Joe.”
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Don slumps over as if he’s feeling sick.
He goes back to sitting on the couch while Sam
is pacing around the house explaining the
situation to Joe .
Even though Sam is telling Joe what is
about to happen, the conversation is sounding as
if they’re beginning to make jokes. Something
strange is going on with their hushed chat, and
Don is starting to notice Sam’s light laughter.
Don couldn’t imagine his friends laughing about
something as serious as this. He wonders what
is really going on.
Sam hangs up from his call with Joe and
smiles as he tells Don, “Just sit tight, we’re on
top of things. Joe said it’s important that you
don’t panic.” Sam doesn’t look the least bit
worried, which doesn’t make any sense to Don.
A few minutes later, Don gets a text
message from Steve, who just happens to be in
the area at a neighborhood grocery store. Steve
wants to know what the big emergency is over
at the house. He writes, “Joe just texted me and
told me to get over to your place ASAP.” Steve
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then asks, “Is everything okay? Are you all
right?”
Sam notices that Don seems to be
growing a little smile as he reads the text
message. His whole demeanor is becoming
more relaxed and collected. Don squints his
right eye and says, “Hmmmm. It’s pretty
interesting how the crazy bag lady called right
as you got here, Sam.” Don sighs deeply.
“Yeah, she can even be here in less than fifteen
minutes. His stare at Sam hardens. “But what’s
even more interesting is that everyone is close
enough to get here in time. Isn’t this all a little
too convenient?”
Don leans back on his couch. In a
relaxed tone he says to Sam, “Funny thing that
Joe told me today at lunch about a practical joke
you guys wanted to play on me.” Don smiles.
“Well it looks like the cat came out of the bag a
little too early!”
Sam says, “Don we’re not playing a joke
on you.”
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Don chuckles back, “Ohhh yeah, not you
guys. HAAAA. When that girl was here earlier,
I was actually looking for all of you in the
bushes, but now I’m starting to realize that you,
my friends, were just priming me. To think you
got me all riled up believing I had a stalker. You
guys are too much.”
Sam looks puzzled “Don, what are you
talking about? Priming what?”
Don smiles and says, “Now this is all
starting to make sense.”
Sam asks again, “What are you talking
about?”
Don says, “Come come now Sam, you
guys are priming me for front row seats.” He
smiles wide and asks, “Is this going to be the big
one Sam? Am I looking at a major group effort
here?”
Sam says, “This ain’t no Joke. I mean it is
kinda funny, but it’s not the practical joke we
were planning to pull on you.”
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Don shakes his head and softly says,
“Sure it’s not Sam. Yup, everything happening
right now is just one big coincidence.”
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Chapter 8
Like clockwork, fifteen minutes later
there is a knock at the front door; the same
peculiar rhythmic style of knocking Don told Joe
about at lunch. Don looks at Sam and says, “The
knocking rhythm was a really nice touch.”
Sam has an uneasy look on his face.
“Nice touch what?”
Don says, “The Knock-De-De-KnockKnock.”
Sam asks, “What are you talking about?”
Don grins, looks away from him and
says, “You know something, Sam? You should
have spent more money on better acting
lessons.”
Sam gives Don a puzzled look and
moves to answer the front door. Don asks in a
theatrically concerned voice, “Wait Sam. Aren’t
you going to look through the window first to
see if it’s possibly a dangerous maniac?”
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Sam now feels a little foolish because he
didn’t think about that possibility. He collects
his thoughts, takes a deep breath and heads to
the front door.
Much to his surprise, when Sam peeks
through the curtain, he sees a normal looking
girl, not the disheveled woman Don described
earlier. He breathes a sigh of relief and opens
the door. “Can I help you?”
“Hi I’m Maria. I’m the woman who’s
going to. . . ” She hesitates. “I think Don is
expecting me.”
Sam is completely thrown off by Don’s
vagabond being such a typical looking girl. Sam
knows Don hates to date women who chase
after him and wonders if Don is just trying to
avoid another pretty woman interested in him.
Sam steps to the side and begins to
stutter as he invites her into the house. “Shh,
shh, sure, please come in, he is been expecting
you.”
Maria beams at Sam and asks, “Really?
Has he?”
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Sam leads her into the living room. Don
is comfortably stretched out on the couch,
waiting for the second act of the big show to
start, smiling and showing no signs of concern.
“Well look who it is,” he says. “Isn’t this a
surprise.”
Don sees the dramatic change in his
mysterious visitor. He looks over at Sam and
says in a very cocky voice, “Wow, this act just
gets better and better.”
Joe comes in through the back door with
a larger than normal grin. He looks at everyone
standing in the living room and says, “Okay, I’m
here. What’s all the hubbub about?”
Maria excitedly introduces herself to
everyone.
Don looks at Joe and says, “Hmmmm. In
the thirty years I’ve known you, you’re finally
on time for something, Joe. Yeah, guys. This
isn’t too obvious.”
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Standing in a very confident posture,
Maria starts telling them that she has just driven
across the country from Oregon to find Don.
Sam and Joe are staring in disbelief at
Maria as she talks. Though she is speaking to all
of them, she is only looking at Don.
Don still believes that this whole thing is
an elaborate prank, and he is not going to fall for
it. He looks around at his friends, deciding to
play along with the hoax. He begins to glare
straight back into Maria’s eyes with his own
weird look. This is turning into a staring contest
between a zombie and a hypnotized person.
Don slowly moves his head from side to
side and says, “I’m pretty good at this game
myself. Let’s see who blinks first.”
Maria blinks, but her empty silent robot
expression doesn’t change.
Sam jumps in and takes charge of the
situation, since he’s the supposed experienced
pro in these types of things. Like a psychiatrist
conducting a group therapy session, Sam
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suggests that they all sit down and talk about
why Maria has come to Don’s house today.
As they all move to sit down, Maria
heads straight towards Don and asks if she can
sit on the coffee table across from the couch. “I
really want to sit directly across from Don, so he
can better understand what I have to say.”
Cautiously, Sam intervenes. “I don’t
think that’s such a good idea, Maria.” But Don
is truly anxious to play along with his role in
their gag. He says, “Oh no no noooo Sam. If
this is where the lady wants to sit, then let the
lady sit right here, right here directly in front of
me so I can hear every single word that she has
to say.”
Don moves the Chia plant from the
center of his wooden coffee table and waves his
hand in an inviting manner to Maria.
Maria sits down on the coffee table. Don
looks into Maria’s powerful gaze and asks,
“Sooooo… What do you have to tell me?”
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Maria glances down at the floor, takes a
deep breath, then slowly lifts her head up
looking directly into Don’s eyes and says, “All
my life, you have been in my dreams. The other
day I saw you on TV and recognized you
instantly. I knew I had to find you, because
we’re going to get married on Valentine’s Day.”
She leans her head and body further
towards Don and says, “My whole life people
have told me I was crazy - crazy for knowing
that you were the man I would marry in the
future.” Maria continues, “But I knew, I knew, I
knew from when I was a little girl,” her eyes
begin to water as her face turns red, “I knew that
you. . . were the one.”
Don has a big smile on his face and
happily nods his head in agreement while she is
speaking, but Sam and Joe are starting to inch
themselves closer to the both of them.
Maria continues. “It all became crystal
clear when I read your story in the newspaper.
Everything matched my dreams perfectly. Don,
your life story is really our life story.”
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Don looks at Joe, whose jaw is about to
drop to the floor. “Come on Joe,” he says. “Did
you and Sam go to the same acting school?
People don’t actually do that with their
mouths.”
As Don makes a fake jaw dropping
expression and turns back to Maria, there is
silence in the room. He notices that Maria hasn’t
flinched. She is motionless, with a deep
hypnotic stare.
Nodding his head yes, Don says to her,
“I have to tell you; you’re pretty good at this.”
Steve rushes into the house without
saying hello or introducing himself to the
woman sitting on the coffee table. He marches
towards Maria and asks, “Excuse me ma’am, but
is that your car out front with the Oregon license
plates?”
Maria, still staring at Don, answers.
“Yes, that's my car.”
Steve asks, “Would you mind telling me
why you’ve come to this house today?”
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While Maria answers Steve’s question,
she continues to stare at Don, “I’m here for Don.
He is the man I’m going to marry.”
Now that Steve has arrived, Don believes
the big finale is about to happen. Don can
hardly keep himself from laughing. He looks at
each of the guys so they can see his mouth wide
open pretending to be in shock.
Steve ignores Don’s exaggerated facial
expressions, but Don works harder and harder
to get Steve to break character in this obviously
staged performance.
Then Steve slowly moves his hand
towards his gun. In an instant, Don’s head stops
moving around and his playful smile
disappears. Steve asks Maria, “Do you have any
weapons we should know about, Miss?”
Maria takes a deep breath, and this time
looks away from Don to answer Steve. “No, I
don’t have any weapons, and I’m not insane.”
She then slowly turns her head back to Don,
smiles and begins breathing rapidly.
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Don has never before seen Steve reach
towards his gun. He is beginning to wonder if
this might not be a prank after all. Joking
around with guns is one way to get Steve
seriously pissed off. One time when they were
all playing around with Steve and grabbing at
his gun, Steve went nuts and started swinging at
them.
When Steve left the house that day, he
was yelling, “There’s never ever a reason for
fooling around with a gun. Joking with guns is
how stupid people get killed, and I don’t hang
out with stupid people!”
It took the guys weeks to reconcile with
him after that. There was a point where they
thought they might have lost a friend. And
now, right before his very eyes, Steve is standing
there in the living room, popping the leather
safety strap on his gun holster.
The air in the room is still. The only
thing commanding everyone’s attention is
Maria’s empty stare locked on Don.
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Steve asks Maria if she wouldn’t mind
moving from where she is sitting. He pushes his
hand in between Don and her and points toward
the other side of the room, far away from the
couch.
Maria stops gazing at Don and turns her
head back toward Steve. She looks him square
in the eye and says, “I know he is the man I’m
going to marry. I’m not crazy, no matter what
the doctors have been saying.”
Sam lets out an uncontrolled huff and
coughs, “Doctors? Excuse me, but did you just
use the word doctor in a plural sense? Are you
saying you have multiple doctors?”
Before she can answer, Joe hurdles over
the couch and parks himself on Don’s lap to get
in between Don and Maria. Maria starts moving
her body from side to side trying to get a clearer
view of Don, frustrated because her line of sight
is blocked.
Joe leans forward, face to face with
Maria, and says, “Hey I got a better idea.
Instead of going over there where Steve
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suggested, why don’t you just pack up your
little magic show and LEAVE!”
In a panic, Maria jumps up and yells,
“Okay! You guys need some proof.” She waves
her hands around and asks, “How did I know
his scientific experiment won him first prize
when he was 13? How did I also know the
experiment was a volcano project, and he got
first place in the science fair?”
Sam says, “Ummm… that was in the
paper.”
Maria looks at Sam and asks, “Well then,
how did I know that Don is able to use his left
hand to write with?”
She pumps her chest up and says, “And
if that’s not enough, how did I know Don was
going to hurt his arm long before he ever fell off
his bike?”
Maria quickly jolts her head towards
Don pleading for forgiveness, “I’m sorry, Don, I
had no way to warn you.”
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Steve looks at Maria and says,
“Everything you just said was reported in the
newspaper.”
Before she can respond to Steve’s
comment, Sam lets out a gasp and asks Maria,
“Are you saying you could see into the future
when you were a little child?”
Maria answers, “Yes. These things all
came to me in my dreams. I knew as a child that
he was the man I would marry. I watched Don
grow up at night.”
Joe stands up and says, “Lady, I don’t
know what kind of cheap wine you’ve been
drinking, but we ain’t serving that stuff here. I
think you better be on your way.”
Maria replies in a panicked voice, “But I
can prove it! I drew pictures of all these things
years ago, but the people at the mental
institution forced me to burn them during
therapy sessions.”
Standing her ground while stomping her
foot on the floor she yells, “You guys just don’t
understand. He is the man I’m going to marry.”
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Joe raises his voice and says, “Oh…so the
mental institution burned all your pictures that
would prove this. Lady, I think I hear
somebody calling you outside. Why don’t you
get out there and see what they want? I’m more
than happy to help you with the door.”
Steve has heard enough. He pulls his
necklace police badge out from under his collar
and asks Maria to leave. Maria breathes heavily
through her teeth while blinking at Steve’s
badge. Attempting to regain her composure, she
says, “Excuse me, but I was invited over here by
Don himself.”
She looks at Don and says, “Tell him,
Don. Tell him you invited me here.”
But Don can’t speak. His eyes move
back and forth from Steve to Maria in disbelief.
Maria looks at Steve and says, “Anyway,
it’s not your house and you don’t have the right
to ask me to leave.”
Steve is beginning to breath very rapidly
as he asks Don for his permission to remove
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Maria from the house. Don’s lips open slowly
and his mouth starts to move, but nothing is
coming out. Words could never convey what he
is thinking and feeling. The amount of
information being processed by his brain cannot
squeeze through the opening.
He shifts his head and focuses at Steve
with an expression that says, “I can’t believe this
is really happening.” Don stutters, “Okay,
ummm…, do what you have to do here, Steve.”
Before Steve can officially ask Maria to
leave the house, she steps away from Don and
says, “Okay, I will leave.” She hesitates for a
second and adds, “But I’ll be back.”
Steve counters, “Only people invited
back are allowed to actually come back, lady.
Let’s go.” Before Steve can grab her arm to
escort her, Maria quickly walks to the front door
and lets herself out.
Steve firmly closes the door behind her.
As he watches Maria walk down the front porch
towards the street, he loudly locks the dead bolt
and slides in the security chain.
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When Steve comes back into the room,
he looks at everyone and says, “Okay, let’s all
take a deep breath and try to remain relaxed.”
Sam shrugs and stretches his shoulders,
“Hey guys, let’s stick around for a while until
Don calms down.”
Steve is almost hyperventilating. “Until
Don calms down? You guys have no idea. A
minute ago I thought I was staring at the twin
sister of the lunatic we arrested this morning.”
After the guys begin to settle down from
their bizarre experience, they decide to order a
pizza and kick back to watch the local nightly
news.
Thirty minutes later the doorbell rings.
Steve quickly answers the door and yells to the
guys “Not to worry, it’s only the pizza man.”
When he comes back with the pizza, they all
crowd around the coffee table and start digging
in as the local nightly news show begins.
The top story of the night is about how a
crazy deranged woman from the Georgia
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Mountains traveled to Miami and tracked down
all of her fiancées drinking buddies, stabbing
each of them through the heart with sharpened
paintbrushes.
Steve points at the TV and tells Sam,
“First I had to deal with this whack job today,
and then Joe texts me about Don’s new
girlfriend. I thought an epidemic was starting.”
The newscaster goes on to say, “The
deranged woman told police, “those drinking
devil men” were trying to stop my dreams from
coming true. They wanted to keep me from
being with the man I was going to marry.”
Joe looks over at Don after a swallow of
beer and says, “What? Now I’ve got to wear a
steel plate over my heart to protect myself from
your crazy bag lady fiancée?” Joe burps and
says, “Yeah. You really know how to pick
them.”
Joe’s cell phone rings and vibrates. It’s
his wife, who starts yelling over the speaker
phone that he better stop screwing around at
Don’s house and bring her home some French
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fries. “And you better not eat any of them
again.” Her voice builds to a roaring scream,
“This time they better all be there when you get
home.”
His wife sounds furious through the tiny
hands free speaker. The guys quietly laugh.
There is a loud click as she hangs up.
Don laughs as he asks, “Hey Joe, would
it really be that bad if you just once ate some of
her French fries?” Joe says, “If I ate her French
fries, there would be war in my house. My wife
is nuts.”
After the news, they agree that Don’s
visitor from earlier in the evening isn’t coming
back tonight, and that it’s finally safe to leave
him home alone.
Don walks out front to say goodnight to
the guys. Before going back inside, Don takes
one last look around the outside of his house.
He sees that there is no one hiding in the bushes
and turns back to wave goodbye to his friends.
As the guys drive away, they each give Don the
thumbs up.
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Don goes back inside and closes the
door. He bolts and safety chains the front and
back doors, then locks all the first floor
windows. He shuts the downstairs lights off
and goes upstairs to get ready for bed. When he
finally lays his head down and tries to get some
sleep, he finds himself listening to all the noises
in the house.
He looks over at the alarm clock and
breathes out deeply. He knows it’s going to be a
long night.
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Chapter 9
It’s been a few weeks since the run in
with Maria, and Don’s co-workers are starting to
calm down with their crazy ideas at work.
Things seem to finally be getting back to normal.
Don is able to breathe comfortably again
without worry of his personal space being
invaded.
The boss told everyone in the office to
stop bothering Marblehead so he could
concentrate on the new and improved “Gotta
Get Them Gun, Bring Peace Proposal,” and to
lay off him with all their ridiculous pipe dreams.
The Holiday season this year seemed to
pass right by for Don. There was the seasonal
office party earlier in December. That was
pretty boring, except this year they had lots of
nice booze, with jumbo sized glasses.
He received his award in mid-December,
which ended up causing him more grief than
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good. Then he wrapped it all up by going to
Joe’s home for a big New Year’s Eve party,
where he had a really great time with his
friends.
Now that the awards ceremony, holiday
parties and New Year’s are over, Don feels as if
he is been given a second chance. He starts to
think that everything is finally falling into place
and great things are on the horizon for him.
At the end of an uneventful day, Don
pulls up to his house and notices movement in a
big patch of bushes by the garage.
He walks over and the neighbor’s cat
jumps out. Don flinches, catches his breath, then
laughs and says, “Felix, you get out of there.”
He walks back down the driveway
toward the front of his house and sees that the
vacant lot next to his house has finally sold. The
local Real Estate agent is there taking down the
“For Sale” sign.
The agent says, “Hi, Don. Yup, just sold
it today. Cash buyer. Gonna build a real fancy
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home here. One of them expensive new age
custom hurricane homes.”
He stops taking apart the sign for a
moment and looks over to Don, giving him his
full attention. “You know that’s going to
increase the value of your house.”
The agent reaches into his pocket and
hands Don one of his business cards. He smiles
and says, “Keep my card around, just in case
you ever need to sell in a hurry.”
Don asks, “When are the new buyers
planning on starting construction?”
The Realtor replies, “Yup, everybody is
downtown right now finalizing the paper work.
The builder says he can start tomorrow if they
officially break ground today. The construction
company says it will only take him a few short
weeks to put the whole thing together, maybe a
month if they have problems. They told me it
would all be done by the first or second week of
February.”
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Don says, “Wow, I’m surprised this is
going to happen that fast. They must have an
army of workers.”
The Realtor perks up and says, “Yup, the
builder does happen to have an army. The
company that was contracted to build the place
hires homeless people, and teaches them to learn
a trade. You know, giving those less fortunate
folks another chance.”
Don’s elderly neighbor Mildred walks
up, says hello and asks, “Don, do you have a
girlfriend?”
Don responds, “No. Why do you ask,
Mildred?”
Winded from the 100 foot walk to the
front of Don’s house, Mildred takes a deep
breath. “Because there was a nice woman
around earlier today, asking questions about
using electric cords for construction projects. I
tried to find the extension cord that I borrowed
from you, Don, but I can’t remember where the
heck I put the thing.”
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Don is confused by what she is trying to
say. “No, Mildred. I didn’t send anyone over to
get my extension cord from you.”
The Realtor cuts in. “You should see the
plans for this home, Don. I wish my wife would
let me have a home like this one.”
Don is not really paying attention to the
Realtor. He wants to figure out what Mildred is
talking about.
Don looks back over to Mildred and
asks, “Could you describe to me what the
woman looked like that came by earlier today?”
Mildred thinks for a couple of seconds,
puts her finger to her chin and starts describing
the color of the woman’s dress, and the way her
pretty shoes made her dress look so nice, and
how her perfume smelled soooo sweet.
The Realtor cuts in again and says, “Well,
speak of the devil, here comes your new
neighbor right now.”
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Mildred stops talking to Don and asks
the Realtor, “You mean we’re going to have new
neighbors?”
Don has had his back turned towards the
street while talking with them. When he turns
around to look, the old woman says in her
squeaky voice, “Well, isn’t this a surprise! Our
new neighbor is also Don’s girlfriend.”
The big new shiny car pulls up and
parks. Don spins around, starting to smile and
wave hello because the other two already are,
but his happy expression turns to horror when
he recognizes Maria smiling back from the
passenger seat.
Mildred walks over to the car and tries
situating herself to help Maria out as she opens
the passenger door. Mildred moves her foot
around on the curb while trying to steady
herself, extending her shaking hand and
attempting to assist Maria as she gets out. She
almost falls over, but Maria catches her.
Mildred doesn't realize she is collapsing as she
says, “Don’t worry Honey, I’ve got you.”
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As Maria steps towards the sidewalk,
Mildred coughs. “Let me help you, dear. I don’t
want you to get your pretty shoes dirty.”
Maria replies, “Thank you very much,
you’re so sweet.” Maria is now wearing a
beautiful blond wig to cover her botched “Super
Blond” hair dye job. She looks very different.
Mildred says, “It’s going to be so nice
having another lady on the block.” She puts her
arms around Maria and gives her a big
"welcome to the neighborhood” hug.
Like a horror movie mental patient,
Maria slowly turns her head towards Don and
with her eyes bulging she says, “Hi Don…, or
should I say, neighbor.”
A short, bald, pot bellied man gets out
from the driver’s side of the big car, walks over
and extends his hand to Don. “Hello Sir, my
name is Joel Goldberg. I’m Maria’s lawyer.”
Steve pulls up in his unmarked car, toots
the siren, throws it into park and gets out. He
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walks over to where Don is standing. “What’s
going on here, Don?”
Maria’s short bald lawyer comes into
Steve’s view, clears his throat very loudly and
says, “Hello, Steve.” His tone says that he
already knows Steve, and that Steve is not very
high on the food chain.
The lawyer explains that his client,
Maria, just purchased this property and is
breaking ground today to begin building her
new dream home, a home for herself and her
future husband to live in.
Steve looks at the lawyer while pointing
his finger at Maria and says, “This woman here
is a stalker. She has caused my buddy Don a lot
of stress.”
The lawyer says, “It’s a free country,
Steve, and my client can love whomever she
chooses to.”
Mildred asks Maria, “You love Don, do
you?” Maria leans over to the old woman’s ear,
whispering loud enough so that Don can also
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hear, “He is actually the man I’m going to
marry.”
The old woman giggles, then tells Maria,
“Good for you, sweetie. He needs a nice pretty
girl like you.”
Mildred looks at Don and says, “Now
you take good care of this girl Don. She is
perfect for you. A real keeper.”
Mildred’s medical alarm bracelet goes off
and she excuses herself to go take her afternoon
pills.
Don’s head is spinning. This nightmare
situation is just getting worse and worse.
Once again the lawyer loudly clears his
throat and says, “You’ll notice, Steve, that my
client doesn’t seem to have a problem with
anyone else around here, and the last time I
checked, people in this country still had the right
to pursue their own forms of happiness.”
Steve pulls Don to the side and whispers,
“Don, this guy is one of the most powerful men
in the city, and he is not someone I want to mess
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with. He has a reputation for ending careers,
and sometimes he doesn’t just stop there. Don’t
make any waves right now. Let me check into
this with my lieutenant before we say anything
else.”
Steve looks toward the group. “Well, it’s
been real, folks.” He grabs Don by the arm and
leads him away towards the house while
whispering, “Just keep quiet until we get inside
the house. Don’t say anything out here you’re
going to regret.”
While Don and Steve are still within
earshot, the lawyer perks up and announces that
his client is conducting surveillance of her new
property, and as part of the surveillance process
it is her right to guard the property during the
entire construction process.
He looks towards Don and Steve and
says, “After she breaks ground, she will be
legally allowed to guard her property, 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.”
Maria’s lawyer then hands her a shovel,
and asks her, “Would you officially break
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ground by pushing it into the earth, and
throwing some dirt to the side?”
After Maria pushes the tip into the
ground, her lawyer asks her to pose while he
snaps the momentous picture, making the
ground breaking ceremony official.
Maria looks at Don and cries, “I can’t
believe this is really going to happen. It’s
always just been a cra… I mean…, it’s always
just been my dream – a dream that is actually
coming true.”
Unable to keep quiet, Don says, “This
can’t be happening. Why are you doing this to
me?”
Sensing that there might be a problem
brewing, the lawyer waddles away from Maria
and straight towards the front porch where Don
and Steve are standing. He puts on his most
insincere smile. “Now boys, I want you to
understand, she is allowed under the law to stay
here 24 hours a day until the completion of her
new home. It’s her property. I don’t want to see
any finger pointing, or hear about any monkey
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business going on around here with this nice
lady.”
Don and Steve are silent. They turn
away, open the door and walk into the house.
As Don closes the front door, he can’t avoid
Maria’s joy filled eyes. As the tears roll down
her cheeks, she blows him a kiss.
He closes the door. The guys look at
each other in amazement at their total defeat.
Don clears his throat, wipes the sweat off
his forehead, looks at Steve and asks, “Are we
dreaming?”
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Chapter 10
Days turn into weeks. Don is becoming
more and more stressed as he wakes up each
day. It kills him to see Maria building a home
right next door. Don’s front yard is starting to
look somewhat messy; he can’t take the strain of
her presence outside while doing yard work and
other chores.
Every time he goes out the door, Maria
comes to the edge of her property line and
stands there like a love sick puppy, just
watching him.
One time he got fed up and yelled,
“What’s wrong with you?” Maria just smiled.
“One day you’ll understand everything, but if I
tell you now, you’ll get me in trouble.” Don
hasn’t spoken another word to her since then.
He goes out of his way to avoid any contact with
her whatsoever.
Maria quickly learns Don's daily
schedule. She is there every morning without
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fail, rain or shine, to see him off and wish him a
nice day. When Don arrives back from work, he
finds her next to the driveway, faithfully waiting
to greet him.
Occasionally she grows agitated and
pouts. “I’m not crazy, Don, and we’re really
going to get married on Valentine’s Day.”
If Don so much as looks at Maria
whenever she says something to him, she takes
the energy from his attention and uses it to fuel
her intense zombie stare. He just can’t win.
One day when Don comes home from
work, he sees Maria outside feeding all the
construction workers small steaks from her new
outdoor gas grill. Her back patio is starting to
look really nice.
As he is walking away from his car, all
the homeless workers start yelling to Don about
how delicious Maria’s meat tastes, and that he
should come over and have some. These
construction workers are all very unusual sorts
of people. When they speak to each other, they
softly growl out their words and use strange
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whistling noises. They are a bizarre group, to
say the least.
It bothers Don that his buddy Joe has
never heard of the construction company in
charge of building Maria’s new home.
Everything seems so mysterious.
As he listens to the workers calling to
him, Maria walks over and welcomes Don home
from his day of work with a plate of food.
“Welcome home dear. Would you like some of
my meat? My meat’s really delicious.”
She giggles, clears her throat and says,
“You know, Don, a delicious dinner is the first of
many great things a loving woman puts on the
nightly menu for her husband.”
The men are all smiling and staring at
Don while Maria comments. Her mental patient
stare is really intense today.
Don turns away and walks into his
house, locking the door so hard and fast that
everyone outside can hear it.
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A few evenings later, Don’s buddies all
come over for a night of playing poker. They are
standing in the kitchen watching Maria through
the window. She is sitting on a cardboard box,
cooking some beans over a little campfire.
Maria is starting to look disheveled from
building her new home and living under these
harsh conditions. She actually looks worse than
when they all first met her a month ago. Maria
sees all the guys looking her way, and decides to
hold up a little sign that she has prepared. The
message is written on a piece of ripped
cardboard nailed to a stick. She smiles and turns
the sign for them to read; it says, “I do it for
him.”
Joe says, “Hey…. Check out that nice
little camp fire she has got going there.
Hmmmm. Looks like that fancy new BBQ grill
she installed ran out of gas.”
Joe looks at Don and continues, “It
appears that somebody might have had the gas
company shut her service line off from the
street.”
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Don smiles at Joe’s words and says, “I
was wondering why she isn't using that thing
any more. What did you do Joe?”
Joe laughs. “It’s all really simple Don.
My pal was hired by that weirdo contractor to
do the gas installation. And when I told him
about what’s been going on here, my pal “forgot”
to file the permit with code enforcement. Then
code enforcement actually had the gas company
pull the service for her gas line.” Joe pushes his
chest out and says, “And it won’t be turned back
on until her home gets completed. Oops.”
Joe looks at the guys and says, “I wonder
why crazy bag lady didn’t see that one in her
crystal ball.” Joe laughs. “I mean she can see
the future. That is what she said, right guys?”
Steve jumps in and says, “You know,
Don, I’ve also been doing some investigating of
my own, trying to find out who this girl really is.
It seems that your fiancée has had these little
mental problems her whole life. She has also
been making these claims about knowing who
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her future husband was since she was a little
girl.”
Steve holds up all ten of his fingers and
tries to balance on his heels while wiggling the
front of his two feet and says, “She’s been to
over a dozen different psychiatrists about her
dreams, and the list of medications she has taken
is two pages long, including medicated foods.”
Steve stops the theatrics and loses the
smile. “Don, she really believes in her warped
mind that she is going to marry you.” The guys
all get quiet. They aren’t sure what to say at this
point, but Steve is not finished.
“I also spoke with one of her recent
doctors, and he told me that Maria drew some
really weird pictures while she was growing
up… and her parents were always dead in
anything she ever painted. Her doctor told me if
she was caught in possession of these types of
drawings again, because of her history of
instability, they could send her back to the state
hospital. The guy told me if they put her in
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again, there might not be anyone left to get her
out. She might be committed for life.”
Steve pulls out a piece of paper with
some notes and says, “She has something called
a Dread Skull Psychosis, or something like that.”
Sam snaps to attention when he hears the
term. He butts in and asks, “Steve, did the
doctor say Deadskull Syndrome?”
Steve looks down at his chicken scratch
scribbling and nods to Sam, “Deadskull
Syndrome. Yeah that’s it. That’s the exact term
the doctor used.”
They all look at each other and say,
“Internet,” and head toward Don’s computer to
research this Deadskull syndrome thing. Now
they finally have a chance to learn what makes
this crazy bird flap her wings.
As they wait for Don’s laptop to boot up,
Sam tells the guys, “My buddy once had a
patient with this psychosis. Yeah, and the
parents brought the little girl to a state
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institution for a double lobotomy procedure probably saved the kid’s life.”
Joe smiles and says to Sam, “Hey, you’re
a doctor and I have a cordless drill out in my car.
What do you say we just go over there and help
the lady out?” The guys laugh as Joe continues.
“Seriously Sam, let’s help give her a whole new
outlook.”
Don types “Deadskull Syndrome” into
the search engine. They click on the first link
that is returned, and it brings them to a sick
looking pencil drawing of a woman huddled
around a campfire cooking food. The drawing
on the web page is an exact image of what they
see when looking out the window at Maria
sitting by her fire.
The web page lists this patient’s victims,
and how she complained that they were all
interfering with her. They wanted to stop her
from being with the man she was supposed to
marry. After claiming her third male victim, she
became known as the Friday the 13th killer.
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Then they read about how mental health
statistics conclusively show that for some
unknown factor, Friday the 13th is a prevalent
day for Deadskull syndrome sufferers to act out
on their aggressions. There is also a graph that
shows a tremendous spike for murders on
Friday the 13th.
Joe looks at the guys and sarcastically
says, “Could you imagine having somebody like
that living next door to you?” He pretends to
have a drugged up cult member stare while
looking at Don.
Don raises his eyebrow and says,
“Maybe I should go out there right now, tell her
you’re the reason I can’t get married, and hand
her a spare set of keys to your house.”
Steve interrupts by pointing to the red
letters on the web page. Below the first pencil
drawing is a title that reads, “The Most
Dangerous Kind.” Below the title the caption
reads, “Be very careful not to provoke emotions
of love with this type of Deadskull Syndrome
sufferer.”
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As Joe hears that comment, his eyes
accidentally link with Maria outside the window
sitting by her fire and he freezes. She has seen
him laughing at her.
Joe’s demeanor suddenly changes. He is
not joking around any more. Out of fear, Joe
waves hello to her.
The other guys ask, “What the heck are
you doing, Joe?”
“I don’t want to end up with no paint
brush spiked through my heart,” Joe replies.
“Somebody’s gotta live to tell the story.”
Sam says, “Actually Joe, it’s the ones
who put themselves in front of the group that
get it first.”
Joe stops waving and decides to sit on
the floor out of view from Maria. He whispers,
“Well, the last time I remember that Looney tune
being in this house, she only had eyes for one
guy in this room. I think she's got her sights
focused on somebody else, Sam.”
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Steve takes a cell phone call from his
lieutenant, who has more information to share
with Don. He walks into another room while his
lieutenant tells him that this girl Maria lost both
her parents in an auto accident not long ago, and
according to her local home town doctor, she has
been sinking emotionally ever since.
When Steve repeats this information to
Don, he tries to be delicate because this is how
Don lost both of his parents five years ago. They
all remember that day well.
The news instantly brings Don back to
remembering the trauma of losing his parents,
while at the same time sympathizing about what
Maria must be going through.
Don looks at his friends and says, “It was
really hard for me guys. I wonder if she is just
trying to cope.”
Steve continues, “The lieutenant also said
that she is spending her inheritance to build that
home, and everything is legal. There’s nothing
anyone can do until she commits a crime. But
the lieutenant said he also spoke with her aunt,
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and the aunt told him that this situation could
become dangerous.”
Steve pauses, clears his throat and says,
“It’s possible that Maria believes you’re the last
person alive that she loves. If Maria feels
rejected with no chance of having your love, she
could become dangerously violent.”
Joe says, “Come on guys, we’re smarter
than her. We gotta be able to figure something
out.”
For the next hour the guys sit around
brainstorming about how to solve this situation.
They finally decide to set up a fake date with
Joe’s sister-in-law Alice, who is not married and
would probably be willing to help.
Alice will try to convince Maria that Don
is already in love. Hopefully, once she sees that
three’s a crowd, she’ll pack up everything and
move back to Oregon.
But Steve’s not sure about this half baked
proposal. “Come on guys, Joe’s sister in law
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all the women on your wife’s side of the family
are extreme.”
Joe holds up his hands and says, “Now
hold on Steve, do you see my sister-in-law Alice
sitting outside cooking beans over some burning
plywood?”
They all laugh at Joe’s comment and
decide to play a game of cards while plotting the
details of their new scheme. They agree to start
putting their plan into action tomorrow night
when Don gets home from work.
For the first time in weeks, Don feels as if
he has something to look forward to. Tomorrow
he finally has a chance of ending this nightmare.
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Chapter 11
The next morning finds Maria standing
next to the driveway as usual, waiting to wish
Don a happy day. But today Don doesn’t try to
avoid her. He walks right up and says, “Listen,
Maria.” She is shocked that he is actually
speaking to her and tries to neaten up her wig.
“Maria, my girlfriend just got back into town
and is coming over tonight for a special dinner.”
Don takes a deep breath and finishes by saying,
“I would really appreciate you not starting any
trouble when she comes over.”
Maria looks at him with a big smile and
says, “Girlfriend? Don, you don’t have a
girlfriend.” But Don had only stopped to say his
piece. He turns and calmly walks to his car.
Maria isn’t bothered about the girlfriend
comment. “Have a nice day, Don! I’ll see you
later.”
That evening, he is greeted by Maria
waiting patiently by the edge of her properly
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line, but she has cleaned herself up and
purchased a new blond wig. Don avoids her
while taking a big bag of groceries out of his car.
He acts very excited, rushing into his house
singing. He goes right to work in the kitchen,
preparing an elegant dinner for two while
listening to music.
The more he laughs and turns up the
volume, the more he gets Maria’s attention. She
senses this is a show and feeds off of knowing it
is all for her. Don doesn’t realize he is fueling
Maria’s hunger for attention as she sits alone in
her backyard. Her eyes are glued on him
working in his kitchen. Don is finally reacting to
her, and Maria will take any attention she can
get from him, good or bad.
Joe’s sister-in-law Alice shows up for the
big dinner, riding on a loud motorcycle. Maria
runs out front to see Don’s mystery girlfriend as
she pulls up and parks on the sidewalk.
Wearing a kitchen apron, Don rushes out
to greet Alice. Maria watches Alice giving Don a
hug. Alice looks like a big strong awkward man
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struggling to hug someone, not like any mans
girlfriend. She more resembles a full fledged
butch, non-lipstick lesbian who is strong enough
to kick Don’s butt.
The happy couple walk arm-in-arm up
the stairs into Don’s house and close the door
behind them with loud bursts of abnormally
loud laughter.
Maria’s home has been coming along
quite nicely. She finally has electricity available,
which helps Maria set up her own little surprise
for tonight.
As Don and Alice settle into the kitchen,
Maria moves a table to one of her window
openings looking out to Don's kitchen and
places a big computer monitor display on it. She
slowly turns the screen toward Don.
Maria catches Don curiously looking at
her new big computer monitor display setup
and quickly types, “I know love when I see it,
and I see you, Don.”
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While Don and Alice sit down for their
dinner, the big computer monitor display reads,
“A good woman enjoys cooking for her man.”
Don reads the message. In a very low
voice he says, “I can’t believe what she is doing.
Listen, since Maria is watching us, maybe we
should do some pretend kissing.”
Alice whispers back to Don through her
cigarette stained teeth, “Look, Don - don’t even
think about trying anything funny with me.
One accidental out of place touch and the only
thing you’ll be kissing is the floor.”
Don is worried that Maria will grow
suspicious if they don’t kiss soon, and Don says
very softly through his forced smile to Alice,
“Please do this for me?”
Alice finally agrees, and the love scene
begins. Don and Alice stand up, awkwardly
facing each other. After a long, tense moment,
Alice suddenly grabs Don by his shirt collar and
yanks him towards her. She holds Don like he is
her bitch. Don’s head is uncomfortably facing
up toward Alice, who towers over him. Alice
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looks down on Don like a big animal ready to
devour its prey.
When she draws him in for their big
smooch, it is the most unnatural looking union
between a man and woman eyes have ever seen.
Just before the moment their lips meet,
Don notices a hairy mole on her face and her
thick blond mustache hairs. Don finds himself
uncontrollably pulling back in disgust. Alice
sees where his eyes are staring and senses his
revulsion.
Maria watches the charade fall apart and
laughs out loud. Alice says, “I don’t have time
for this. If you’re not going to try and at least
pretend to enjoy this, then I’m leaving.” She
grabs her helmet from the counter and walks out
of the house.
Don is following behind, trying to do
some damage control in front of Maria. He yells,
“Sorry you have an emergency at the hospital,
honey. I’ll see you later when you have time.”
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Don looks at Maria standing next to his
driveway as Alice roars away. Maria spins
around in a circle, giggling. Don lowers his
head in defeat and slowly walks back into his
house.
The next day, Don notices that Maria
now has three big computer monitor displays
placed in different windows facing his home.
She sees Don brushing his teeth and sends a
message from one of the windows facing his
bathroom; “Marry me Don. I don’t want to live
without you.”
Don feels like his privacy is being
violated. He wonders what he can do about this
big computer monitor display system and
whether she has crossed some legal line. He
calls Steve, who tells him to video tape her
sending him messages so he can prove
harassment. “With that kind of evidence, we
can finally get a restraining order against her.”
Don grabs his video camera and gets it
set up. The moment before he presses the record
button, the message on Maria’s big computer
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monitor display changes to a large “” happy
face.
As Don points the camera toward the
other window where Maria is, she quickly
pretends to be adjusting her clothes in front of a
mirror. She then glances out the window and
acts as if she just caught Don peeping on her
with his camera. When Don growls in
frustration, Maria giggles and runs away from
the window.
Every time Maria sends a message to
Don, he runs to grab his camera. By the time he
is ready to video tape her message, she has
already changed it to something else. The
sending of messages becomes a game of cat and
mouse, and the mouse is not winning.
One morning she sends a message that
says, “I’m not going to live without you, Don.”
She knows he is not close enough to pick up his
camera in time to catch her. She watches him try
to decide whether or not to go for it, as she sits
there waving her finger over the key that will
instantly change the message. Their eyes are
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locked, as both wait to see who will make the
first move.
The moment is broken by Don's elderly
neighbor Mildred. “I’m not going to live
without you, Don. Aw, that’s so sweet.”
Don rushes to the backyard window and
asks, “Did you just read the message she sent
me?”
Mildred smiles. “See what, Don?” She
looks toward Maria and scrunches the whole
right side of her face as she winks. Mildred
turns her head back to Don. “Don, I don’t like to
involve myself in other people’s affairs.”
Mildred giggles toward Maria and walks away.
Don feels surrounded by insanity. To
give in would be death. He puts his hands
together and looks up.
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Chapter 12
It is now early February. Maria is
hanging curtains and working with a local
decorator, putting the finishing touches on her
new home. It looks as beautiful as the Realtor
said it would.
Don is getting the feeling that Maria
might reach the end of her rope when she
completes her home. She has been counting
down the days remaining until Valentine's Day
on her computer displays, along with; “Feb 14th
is the day when it will all happen! We’re going
to get married on Valentine’s Day.”
A week before Valentine’s Day arrives,
Don decides to mark the calendar at work. As
he scans through to find the second week of
February and then Saturday the 14th, He
realizes that for the first time in his life a Friday
the 13th falls on the day before Valentines Day.
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Don wonders how this could be possible.
He immediately calls Sam. Sam says, “Are you
kidding me? Hold on while I check my
calendar.” He comes back to the phone and
says, “Dude, this doesn’t make any sense. You
better lock down your house on Thursday night
and carry a fire extinguisher. It’s 13 Valentines.”
He huffs. “I wonder why our government
would let something like this happen?”
“What does all of this 13 Valentine’s stuff
really mean Sam?” asks Don.
“Well, it's called 13 Valentines because
Friday the 13th falls on the day before
Valentine’s Day, and it’s the most feared
superstition in our society - at least of those still
on the books.”
Don says, “I’m not a superstitious
person, Sam, but should I be worried about
living next-door to a Dead Skull sufferer?”
Sam says, “Don, this is all folklore hocus
pocus mumbo jumbo. Only crazy people believe
in this crap.”
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Sam says he has to get back to the
emergency room crisis desk and hangs up. Don
is starting to feel a little uneasy with this 13
Valentines event being only a week away.
On Thursday afternoon, Don comes
home early from work loaded with groceries to
stock up the fridge for a long weekend. Maria
has missed him for the first time since she has
been there, and Don is thankful for that.
On the eve of February Friday the 13th,
Don sits frozen in his home. Joe calls to tell him
that his wife doesn’t want Don anywhere
around her or her husband this night because of
the situation with Maria. “On the eve of 13
Valentine’s, it’s every man for himself,” she said.
“Joe, just answer the phone in case I have
to call you in an emergency. I took off from
work tomorrow, and I’m just going to lock down
the house and stay inside for the weekend.”
Joe tells Don to call him if anything
happens. He wishes he could help him out, but
the wife seems strange tonight. Don can hear
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Joe’s wife yelling for him to get off the phone.
Joe's own crazy woman is a more immediate
threat to him, so they say goodbye and hang up.
Unfortunately for Don, his buddy Steve
can’t be there either; he has to work the night
shift with all the extra crazy calls coming in to
the police station. To top it off, Sam is working
the emergency room, helping to deal with the
Full moon and the Friday the 13th overflow of
mentally ill patients.
Don feels alone.
So does Maria, but she is not about to
give up.
The moon is shining big and bright on
the evening of Thursday the 12th. Maria is
standing in her kitchen, looking at Don sitting in
his living room. Don is prepared to grab the
camera off the coffee table in case something
happens. There is no movement from either one
of them. They are very aware of each other, but
Don avoids all eye contact with Maria.
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The seconds and minutes tick slowly by
until all the clocks in Don’s home strike
midnight.
In the midst of the clocks announcing the
hour, he notices his cell phone is making a very
soft chirping noise. Don thinks, “So much for
my big cell phone alarm.” He tried to program
his cell phone earlier in the day so it would go
off at midnight to let him know it was now
Friday the 13th, but he couldn’t figure out how
to make it any louder and the manual was no
help.
He wasn’t too worried about not being
able to use his phone for an alarm, because he
had already dug out his trusty old Special Event
Boy Scout Pocket Watch from a storage box in
the back of his closet. The last time he used the
watch was when the guys were all kids and they
went to the state camping jamboree. Don was in
charge of getting everyone to the special events
at the right time. Whenever the pocket watch
went off during the jamboree, it signaled the
beginning of something great
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Don’s favorite thing about the special
event pocket watch was that when it went off it
flashed these neat LED lights. It looked so high
tech when he was a kid, but now it just made
him feel safe having it around.
The cell phone reminded him about the
Boy Scout pocket watch. Surprised that it didn’t
go off, Don takes the Special Event Watch out of
his pocket and sees that nothing is moving. It
stopped short of midnight. It was working
earlier in the day when he tested the alarm, and
it was loud. He wonders if he can fix it.
He shakes his watch; nothing happens.
As he sits in the quiet house shaking his Special
Events Watch, he wonders if the watch only
works to signal the start of something great.
Could this be an omen?
He bangs the watch on the coffee table
and looks at it again, then gives up and puts it
back in his pocket. “Maybe it will bring me
some good luck tonight anyway. I’m sure as
heck going to need it.”
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Don sits back on the couch, takes a deep
breath and asks out loud, “Okay, what’s next?”
His question is immediately answered by
Maria, yelling out her window towards Don’s
house. “HEY DON! DON! I need you to come
to the window and read this message! DON!!!”
This is something Maria has never done
before, and it sends a shiver down Don’s spine.
It is after midnight, and she is yelling loud
enough for everyone in the neighborhood to
hear her. The neighbor’s dog across the street
starts barking.
As Don struggles with himself over
whether or not to look at Maria’s message, he
cannot help but turn his head and read. The
new message was put up at 12:01 AM, the
beginning of Friday the 13th. He squints and
reads:
I love you Don. Soon it will be
too late. I don’t think either one of us
should be alive without each other!”
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Maria is staring directly at Don while he
reads the message. She watches Don raise the
video camera up from the table, but this time she
doesn’t change the message on the big display.
She seems to have lost her will to stay ahead in
this contest. It is no longer a game for her.
Don moves to his window, presses the
record button and begins to focus in on Maria.
He zooms in and records Maria staring directly
into the lens with a love sick zombie look on her
face.
She sees that Don keeps aiming the
camera back and forth from the big computer
monitor display and then back to her. She gets
up and walks over to the monitor in the other
window, resting her head against the side of the
display so he can get a better shot.
Then Maria takes a deep breath and
screams at the top of her lungs, “I love you,
Don!” This really scares Don, who runs to the
phone to call Steve. Maria is definitely starting
to act out.
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Steve isn't supposed to take personal
calls at the station while he is working, but this
is an emergency. Don picks up the phone and
starts dialing.
The officer at the station who answers
the phone asks Don to hold while he finds Steve.
He hears the phone transfer and ring. Steve
picks up and says hello, and Don starts talking a
mile a minute. Steve tells him to slow down and
catch his breath. Don slows down, telling Steve
that he finally has something on tape.
Steve asks, “What does her message
say?”
“It says, ‘I love you Don, soon it will be too
late. I don’t think either one of us should be alive
without each other!’”
“Not to worry,” Steve tells Don. “That’s
enough for me to get this taken care of first thing
in the morning, even if she does have the best
lawyer in town. Hang in there, my friend.”
Don asks, “Steve, what am I supposed to
do tonight?”
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“Just stay in the house, and don’t do
anything to provoke her. You wouldn’t believe
what we’re already coping with down here. I
still can’t imagine why our government would
allow these two days to run consecutively on
our calendars, and the full moon this week isn’t
helping. It’s as if the whole world has gone
mad.
Don says, “I’m really nervous, Steve.
I’ve never seen any woman act like this before.”
“Hang in there, Don. We’ll deal with this
in the morning when the weekend judge gets
into his chambers. Everything is coming
together, Don. The central police mail room just
called and said they're sending me her personal
files from the Oregon state institution as we
speak. That will give us more evidence to show
the judge in the morning.”
Don says, “I don’t think she's going to
last that long, Steve.”
Steve replies, “Buddy, the sun will come
out tomorrow, so just stay calm and have a good
night’s sleep. Listen, I gotta run. They’re
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bringing in the paddy wagon right now with a
bunch of violent homeless people. I really have
to go.”
Don doesn't know what to do next. He
tries to find something to keep himself occupied
while attempting to stay away from his
windows, but all the chairs in his house seem to
be positioned by some window where Maria can
observe him. He doesn’t want to pull the shades
down, thinking that such an obvious rejection
might provoke her into a Dead Skull psychotic
rage.
For the next hour, Don can feel Maria
staring at him through her big bay window. She
is just sitting in one spot, turning her head to
view whatever room he goes into. Maria seems
to be waiting for some magical moment to
arrive.
Don finally gets fed up and decides he is
not going to play the part of a victim any more.
He goes into the kitchen where his biggest
window is and starts making hot chocolate to
calm his nerves, putting himself in plain view.
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He wants to show Maria that he is not afraid of
her.
He pretends to confidently unlock and
open his big kitchen window, all the while
avoiding eye contact with Maria. Maria has
gone back into zombie mode, but this new
zombie has lost its smile. She now looks lost
and unhappy. She suddenly starts crying and
screaming, “WHY?”
Don can’t help but to look over at her.
When she sees him staring, she starts pulling
hard on both sides of her blond wig. She rips
out small clumps of the fake hair and throws
them to the floor.
Don is frightened and begins to breathe
fast and shallow. He watches her cry up toward
the sky while screaming as loud as she can.
“Why did you do this to me? Why would you
want me to be in love with this one man?”
She slowly lowers her gaze and looks
angrily at Don. In that moment, she seems to
gain superhuman strength and stature. She
changes hideously as he watches.
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Don feels as if he is now looking at a
deranged woman on the verge of doing
something. . . something very dangerous. . .
very dangerous to him. Maria stands silently,
staring at him with fire in her eyes. She is
clearly becoming more furious at every passing
moment. Through the open kitchen window,
Don hears her breathing faster and faster. He
thinks she may explode.
He tries giving the impression that he is
able to calmly sip his hot chocolate, but his hand
shakes. He starts to panic and decides that it
might be a good idea to go ahead and close the
shades after all.
He gets up, walks over to the big kitchen
window and begins to pull down the first shade,
inch by inch. As he does, Maria snarls and
screams like a crazy woman,
“NOOOOOOOOO!” Don sees her swinging her
arms around and then watches Maria charge
away from her window screaming.
Don raises the shade back up, realizing
his mistake. He is hoping she might calm down
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when she sees he has pulled the shade back up,
but Maria has disappeared from sight. He can
hear terrifying screams from inside the house,
but can’t see her.
A few minutes have now passed since
Maria’s disappearance. Don is starting to get his
breath back. He raises his mug to sip some hot
chocolate. Then he violently shakes as he hears
the sound of a gunshot.
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Chapter
13
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Don jumps up and stands, frozen. He
doesn’t know what to do. Out of instinct, he
grabs his phone and dials 911. He tells the
operator he has just heard a gunshot come from
the home next door.
The emergency operator asks if anyone
has been shot, and Don tells her he doesn’t
know. He can’t see anyone moving around
inside. “She is a single woman, and she lives
alone in the home next door.”
The operator says, “I’m sending someone
over to meet you there right away. Please wait
outside for the police. Sir, it might be a good
idea to see if your neighbor might need your
help.”
Then the emergency operator begins
talking over the dispatch radio; “Calling car 31a,
car 31a do you copy?” She hangs up.
Don believes the worst may have
happened. He feels a sudden need to know
what Maria has done and wonders if she is
suffering. He rushes over to her home.
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Don is surprised that he can walk right
in; the front entrance is not locked. He pushes
the door open and finds himself looking into a
beautifully decorated, laid back, relaxing living
room. She is nowhere in sight.
He sees some slightly charred logs
smoldering in the fireplace, but there is still a
small flame flickering. On top of the coffee
table, Don sees two long stemmed glasses and
an open bottle of wine.
His eyes take notice of an annoying
blinking red light coming from an answering
machine. He wonders who would be crazy
enough to call this woman.
Don walks over to the machine, moves
his hand toward the control panel, hesitates, and
then presses the green button. The answering
machine registers 13 messages as they start to
play.
The first message is from Maria’s aunt,
asking how she is feeling. “All things
considered, Maria, I hope you’re having a good
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day today. Please give me a call when you get a
chance.”
The next one is a message from a Dr.
Chapel, telling Maria that if she needs to talk
with someone to please call him at any hour. He
sounded as if he was very concerned about her,
almost as if he knew something terribly wrong
might be happening today.
As Don listens to the next message from
her cousin begin, the sounds fade from his mind
as he remembers why he is there in the first
place. Don looks around and starts to move off
down a hallway.
He runs to the kitchen, where Maria
would often sit by the window and send him
messages. Off to the side of the kitchen is a
beautiful, lavish dinner for two that hasn’t been
touched.
He sprints down a hallway and opens
another door. Much to his surprise, he finds a
brand new game room with a full sized pool
table, a fully stocked open bar, and a beautiful
four cornered solid stone card table.
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At the bar, each stool has a small child
like drawing etched onto the back of the wooden
seat supports. One shows a construction
worker, the other a cop and the third is a doctor.
The carvings look like a child's drawings, and
they resemble Don’s friends. He thinks that it
looks like the perfect game room, but then
remembers again why he is there.
He goes upstairs and opens the door to a
huge bedroom. Maria is slumped over an open
suitcase on the bed.
In one shaking hand, Maria is holding a
fist full of her shirts. Her eyes are closed. It
looks like she just opened the top dresser drawer
and was about to start packing her suitcase. He
can’t tell if she has shot herself, so he rushes in
to take a closer look.
Don grabs the hand holding the shirts.
”Are you hurt?”
Maria looks up in amazement. Her eyes
plead for his love.
Don asks if she fired a gun. Maria
moans, “No, that was the gas furnace backfiring
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when I shut it down the wrong way. . .” She
starts crying again, “before coming upstairs to
pack my things.” She huffs and then really
starts bawling. “To leave forever.”
But Don isn't paying attention to her
words; his attention is grabbed by the pictures
and drawings on the walls. The huge bedroom
looks like an art gallery.
He walks over to the first photograph, a
little girl holding a picture she has drawn. The
photo is titled “When I First Knew.” It shows
Maria when she was a little girl, holding up a
very large , childish painting, but the photo is
too faded to make out the painting. He can see
February 14th arched over the top of the
drawing, but it’s hard to make out any of the
other writing.
In the next photograph he sees Maria as a
teenage girl holding up ashes to the camera. It is
titled, “My first detailed pencil drawing.” Don
asks, “What is this? What are these pictures and
drawings?”
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Maria replies, “They are the pictures of
what I’ve dreamed about since childhood. It’s
the story of us. The doctors tried to make me
destroy everything.”
As Don looks at the picture, Maria
suddenly becomes terrified, shaking as she tries
to speak. The words are huffing out of her
quivering mouth. “Please don’t tell them I have
these. I’ll go away. I ma-ma-made a mistake.
Please don’t tell them.”
Looking around the room, Don sees that
all the pictures and photos are neatly framed
and very organized. He walks to one of the
child drawings and sees it is himself and his
friends. She even has their hair color and what
they’ve become as adults correct.
Don asks, “How did you know what my
friends looked like as kids, and what they would
become?”
Maria struggles with a shaking hand to
wipe her eyes with one of her shirts. “That’s just
the way everyone looked in my dreams.”
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Another picture is labeled with a very
large wooden title board, but the last name
engraved there is scratched out. It reads, “Mr &
Misses Don ~xxxxx~.” The date can still be
made out through the scratches; February 14.
The small screwdriver she was scratching the
date out with is still resting on the edge of the
big frame, and fresh wood shavings are
scattered on the carpet below. The stock photo
sign that comes with the frame when you buy it
is still in place. It reads, “Place Wedding Photo
Here.”
In the next few frames along the wall,
Don sees the drawings of Maria’s dreams as she
grew up. He walks along looking at each of
them, recognizing the scenes and softly
mumbling to himself. “That’s my dog, Tuffer.
That’s my first bike. That’s our first tree fort.
That’s my first car.”
As he goes along, the drawings on the
wall become more detailed and begin to truly
resemble him.
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Maria holds her eyes and cries as she
pleads, “Please don’t tell anyone I have these,
Don. They’ll put me away again if they find
them. I’ll die in there.”
Don hears Maria, but finds himself
drawn to the end of the row of pictures. At the
end is a little movie disc player, connected to a
video screen so he can watch what has been
recorded. The title reads, “Everything.”
Maria looks at Don as he stands there
just staring at the machine. She begins to cry
again. “I’ve been waiting a long time for you to
push that button Don. I’ve been waiting for you
to understand everything.”
Don hesitates, then pushes the green
button on the video player. The screen lights
up.
The video shows a little girl shouting for
joy; “Mommy, I finished the drawing of the man
I’m going to marry!” It is a copy of an old home
movie and hardly visible; the transfer from old
movie film to DVD didn’t go so well. Maria’s
father is telling her to hold the painting still
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while he takes the picture. It is the same photo
Don looked at first on the wall.
Underneath her father’s voice in the
audio, the sound of a video technician talking
during the film’s conversion process can be
heard. The tape operator answers the phone
and says that he is converting a tape for one of
the doctors. “For some strange reason,” he says,
“I believe this little girl is telling the truth.”
Then you hear her Aunt from the
answering machine telling Maria’s Dad, “Why
are you bothering to take pictures when we’re
getting all this on Pop’s movie camera?” The
film goes black.
Next it fades in to a newer recording of
Maria with her family. Maria is a bratty young
teenage girl screaming, “I am SERIOUS!” The
film quality is much better; it might be from an
old VHS video camera recording.
Maria’s parents are in the background,
nervously writing notes while Maria responds to
their questions. They ask her when this big
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marriage is going to take place. Maria responds,
“On Valentine’s day, February 14th.”
The father’s voice is sounding shaky and
tense when he asks, “And what is your future
husband doing right now, honey?”
Maria responds with snotty impatience.
“He is working on a big scientific project with
sea shells.”
The father stutters. “What kind of sea
shell experiment?”
Young Maria looks into the camera and
answers, “It’s about sea shelfs by the sea shelf
shore.” She giggles. “But you have to
concentrate really hard or you won’t
understand. It’s not the French one.”
The Mother stops writing and asks, “I
thought he won the prize for his Loud
Volcanoes experiment?”
Maria says, “Mom, that was three years
ago, when we were kids.”
Don has a flashback to that science fair,
when he too was a teenager. He is explaining
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his Super Shelf Shell Basin experiment project to
one of the judges, about how his experiment is
commonly confused with the “French Super Sea
Shelf’s along the sea shore Theory.”
Don realizes how exact her words are.
She understood.
Don’s reaction changes from disbelief to
amazement as he turns to look at Maria sitting
there on the bed. Something seems different
about her – something he recognizes. He
realizes that Maria shares the same
characteristics of the fake girlfriend picture he
carries around in his wallet. Don suddenly feels
as though everything around him is calling for
his attention.
Don’s concentration is caught again by
the video, where young Maria is describing
other pictures she had drawn as a little girl.
Each shows Don growing up and going through
school. It is a video collage of paintings and
drawings. Everything matches his childhood
flashbacks.
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Don looks over at Maria again, then
takes out the fake girlfriend picture from his
wallet to compare it with the way he is actually
seeing Maria right now. When he looks from
the fake girlfriend picture to Maria, it kind of
looks like her in a different colored dress and
different colored hair, but it’s almost her.
Maria looks back at Don with tears in her
eyes and cries, “I had everything exactly right
but your last name and my hair color. I’m
sorry… I thought it was really you.”
Don asks, “What do you mean?”
Maria is really getting emotional. She
tries to speak normally while fighting to keep
from crying. “Well I saw on the television news
report that you liked blonds, and I also read in
the newspaper article that you liked blonds, and
to top it off, your girlfriend also had blond hair.”
Outside, a car comes to a screeching halt.
Steve runs inside, screaming for Don. After
frantically searching the first floor, he makes his
way upstairs and flings open the bedroom door,
finding Don and Maria.
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He notices the video screen playing near
where Don is standing. Steve can hardly catch
his breath. He holds up his hand and says,
“Give me a second. WHOOooooo.”
Steve looks wildly at Don. “Don I tried
to get over here as fast as I could, and then I
heard the call over the radio about a gun shot
while I was on my way. Don, you’re not going
to believe what’s in this folder.”
Steve waves the folder that he has
brought and continues trying to catch his breath.
“First off, are you guys OK?”
Before either can answer, the next
episode on the video player grabs everyone's
attention.
Maria, now an adult, is screaming,
“NOOOOOO!” The video shows Maria
surrounded by doctors and hospital staff
workers.
They are all standing in a prison fenced
institutional yard, trying to force Maria to burn
the very first picture that she drew as a child.
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The workers are pushing and shoving her, but
she is resisting them. She refuses to burn the
picture.
While the doctors look professional, the
hospital staff workers act like uneducated social
drop outs. A couple of them seem to enjoy the
chaos of the situation and watching Maria
struggle.
As the hospital workers restrain her, the
doctor asks Maria in a very stern voice, “Why
are your parents always dead in the wedding
pictures you draw?”
Maria cries, “I don’t know why, that’s
just the way it is in my dreams.” She begs,
“Please, please, please don’t burn my picture.”
The doctor is apparently tired of trying to get
Maria to cooperate with her therapy program.
He lights the picture on fire himself.
Maria screams, “Nooo!” She is
restrained by the hospital staff as she fights to
stop him from burning the picture, but the
picture is already engulfed in flames.
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As Maria is crying and pleading for them
to stop, a staff member turns the fiery drawing
over with a nightstick. It shows Don and Maria
standing with Don’s friends on her wedding
day. It also has a title arched over the top of the
drawing. In big letters it reads, “February 14th.”
Under the date she has written her new married
name; Mr + Mrs. DoN. . . but the rest of the name
is obscured by the smoke and fire.
Don then looks over to Maria and notices
that the bed spread she is sitting on is an exact
crocheted version of her original picture. She
had sewn a perfect replica of the very first
picture the doctor burned in the hospital yard
into a bed spread quilt.
Don wants to get a closer look at the
quilt. He walks over and begins to move the
suitcase to get a better view, but Maria grabs his
hand. Shaking uncontrollably, she says, “No
one knows about this bedspread.” She looks at
Don and can hardly breathe as she cries, “Please
don’t tell the doctors about it! There’s no one
left to help get me out of the hospital now that
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my parents are gone. I promise I’ll leave. I
made a mistake. You will never see me again.”
Before Don can move the suitcase out of
the way, his attention is again drawn to the
video monitor.
An angry male hospital worker is with a
young teen-aged Maria, and the man is losing
his temper. The worker yells at her, demanding
that she write a “happy” sentence. The table is
covered with crumpled and torn papers from
the sketch pad in front of her.
Maria is afraid to pick up the pencil. She
is afraid to write anything because she doesn’t
want to upset the man again. There are light
bruises on her skinny arms. The big staffer
charges at Maria, grabs her arm and forces her to
pick up the pencil. Maria cries, “You’re hurting
my arm again.”
The powerful man yells, “Let’s try
something simple. Why don’t you write me a
simple sentence about something HAPPY?”
Young Maria has no other choice but to
do as he says; there is apparently nobody there
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willing to stop him from hurting her. With her
hand shaking and barely able to breathe, Maria
begins writing the sentence, “Friday the 13th”.
The hospital worker explodes and
screams, “That’s a horrible thing to write. Why
are you trying to upset me? How can 'Friday the
13th' possibly be a happy sentence?” He grabs
her by both arms and shakes her while
screaming, “ANSWER ME!”
Bawling and sobbing, little Maria looks
up at the man and cries, “But it’s the day my
future husband asks me to marry him.” The
hospital worker groans loudly in frustration. He
reaches in front of her, crumples up the paper
and throws it on the floor.
Young Maria pulls back in fear and cries
out, “I’m just trying to do what you asked me to
do.” She lays her head on the table, exhausted,
sobbing. “You told me to write something
happy.” The video fades out and goes back to
showing different pictures again.
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Maria looks at Don, crying and shaking.
“Everything else was correct. The only two
things that I got wrong were my hair color and
your last name.”
Steve clears his throat. “Don, check this
out. The central mail room just delivered me
copies of all her drawings from the Oregon State
Mental Institution where she went for treatment.
I was already on my way here before the call
came over the radio about a gunshot.”
Steve hesitates. “Don, wait until you see
some of these drawings. It’s going to blow your
mind.” As Don is listening to Steve, he leans
over the bed and moves the suitcase to reveal
the name Maria wrote as a child.
Written under the arched wedding date
of February 14th, the bed spread reads: “Mr. +
Mrs. Dondapper.” Underneath her married
name are drawings of Don’s three childhood
friends. One is a cop waving a file, another is a
construction worker eating French fries, and the
third is a doctor hugging both of them.
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There are also two sets of parents in the
clouds looking down on the scene from opposite
sides of the sky, and a rainbow arches from one
cloud to the other. The rainbow shields
everyone below, and they are all smiling and
happy.
Reeling from seeing his childhood
nickname on the quilt, Don looks at Maria and
becomes even more amazed. Maria is now
sitting on the bed in the exact pose as the girl in
Don’s fake girlfriend picture.
Maria cries, “Why didn’t I know that you
liked blond hair?” She pulls her wig off to reveal
her beautiful naturally curly jet black hair.
Don takes the fake girlfriend picture out
of his pocket and has another hard look at it. He
looks back to Maria, astonished. For the first
time, Maria senses that Don is truly seeing her.
Don’s eyes tear up as he moves to Maria
and drops the photo to the floor, he instinctively
kneels down to reach for it, but Maria puts her
hand on his shoulder before he can touch it.
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Don freezes and slowly looks up into her eyes
and says, “It’s really you.”
Don is about to say something else, but
Maria stops him from speaking by putting her
fingers to his mouth. With a glowing smile, she
softly says, “Please don’t say another word. I’ve
been waiting a really, really, really long time for
this.”
At the exact moment their lips meet,
Don’s special event pocket watch alarm goes off.

The End
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